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Connecting Utkarsh with Class 9 competencies - English

This guidance note for teachers illustrates ways in which content and teaching methods covered in Utkarsh Teacher and Student 
handbooks support teachers in strengthening concepts and skills necessary for students. It will equip students to meaningfully 
engage with Class 9 syllabus and attain class appropriate learning levels. This also includes recommended teaching methods that 
teachers are expected to apply during regular teaching as well.

The Foundation Camp (FC) for English is designed to bridge the gaps in knowledge and skills that have persisted in elementary 
years with regards to primary level language competencies. This is followed by the Supported Learning Phase (SLP) that focuses on 
building middle school competencies and seeks introduction of advanced knowledge and skills to ensure improved application of 
language skills in learning.

The concepts covered in the FC and SLP are prioritised based on competencies students need to master at the elementary level 
and can be spiraled upwards and mapped with Class 9 level concepts either through content or through competency. This can be 
illustrated as follows:

Topics of Utkarsh Grammar as precursors to chapters in Learn and Practice Grammar class 9

Course and Day Topic Learn and Practice Grammar Class 9
FC – Day 12 Nouns- singular and plural Chapter 7- Countables and Uncountables
SLP- Day 5, day 8 Verbs Chapter 2- Verbs
SLP- Day 17,19, 23, 26 Tenses Chapter 3 - Time and Tense
SLP- Day 30 Day 41 Types of Sentences Chapter 11- Negatives and Interrogatives
SLP – Day 33 Adjectives and Adverbs Chapter 9 and 10 - Adjectives and Adverbs
SLP – Day 39 Subject and Predicate Chapter 12 - Th e Predicate Phrase

Activities of Utkarsh as precursors to the prose chapter in textbook of Class-IX

Course and Day Topic English Textbook Class 9
SLP – Day 28 Sequencing of stories Detailed Text—Ch 1- Th e Priceless Gift , Ch.2- Th e 

Swimmer Who Does Not Need Her Legs, Ch.5 – 
A hero.

Non-Detailed Text: Chapter 1to 5
FC- Day 13 Describing a Person Non-DetailedText : Chapter 5 – Th e Portriat of a 

Lady.
FC- Day 18, SLP- Day 1 Interviewing and Speaking Chapter 4 – Th e Missile Man of India
SLP- Day 9 Paragraph Writing Chapter 7 – Nine Gold Medals
SLP- Day 14 Writing using a picture Teachers can bring pictures of Road Safety Week 

and natural beauty for Chapter 8-Th e Noble 
Nature

SLP- Day 21 Character, Plot and Setting 
analysis

Detailed Text --Chapter 1- Th e Priceless Gift , 
Chapter 5- A hero.

Non-Detailed Text -- Chapter 3- Th e 
First Step
SLP -Day 32 Role Play Chapter 2 – Th e Swimmer Who Does Not Need 

Her Legs, Chapter 5 – A Hero
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Strategies for English teaching

The strategies used for teaching English will enable students to develop and integrate the use of basic language abilities (Listening, 
Speaking, Reading and Writing —LSRW), apply them in various situations in classroom to learn and use these skills to communicate 
appropriately and effectively in real life situations.

In order to teach English effectively, a teacher must utilise multiple strategies in the classroom to provide an open and comfortable 
learning environment where the students can practice and demonstrate freely.

To begin with, the teacher must work towards improving the motivation and interest level of students to learn English. Following are 
some motivational strategies, both intrinsic and extrinsic, that are effective for general teaching in classroom. 

a. Creating a predictable learning environment for pupils in order to enhance their sense of autonomy and their confidence. 
Hence, setting up predictable and structured daily routines may help in improving learning

b. Alternating difficult and unfamiliar tasks with those who can take them up comfortably may increase their confidence in 
coping with problems

c. Sustaining the interest and attention of pupils by using stimulating teaching methods, including the use of appropriate 
teaching materials, aids and activities

d. Grouping of pupils according to ability and interest levels within classrooms.

Some of the approaches to improve vocabulary and comprehension that can be used are shared below:

1. Vocabulary Enrichment: 

Teachers can -

a.Rephrase dense text into simpler language, 

b.Allow students to draw pictures

c.Allow ample time for discussion about the words

d.Provide questions or sentence stems

2. Use ’Word Walls’ to improve vocabulary:A ’word wall’ is a display area in the classroom devoted strictly 
to vocabulary that will be used or is being used during the course of a particular chapter.Words selected 
must be useful to students, usable by students and frequently used in the subject area. Add words in 
manageable amount (usually between 5 to 7 new words at a time per week).Make word wall activities 
a regular and predictable part of the classroom routine.

3. Use of K-W-L Charts

Example of a K-W-L handout:

Topic What I know What I wonder about What I learned

Besides these activities described on SLP Days 12,20,33 and 37 can also be used regularly.
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4. Improving Comprehension

a. Shared Reading - Teacher and students or students in mixed ability groups can share reading of a page from the 
chapter. In shared reading Teacher and Students read the same contents simultanously. The Teacher may read the 
content from a big book along with the Students. The other option is the Teacher read the content from a small book 
and Student also read the same small book simultanously.

b. Use any of the above mentioned vocabulary methods to learn new words

c. Predicting - based on the title and/or the first page teacher asks students to predict about the story or poem. When 
predicting before reading, students begin by looking at the title and pictures of a chapter and predict/guess what they 
think the text is about. During reading, students may predict what is going to happen next, or what the author is going 
to say next. Sentence stems include: I think I will learn _____ because _____; I think _____ will happen because 
_____

d. Questioning - Breaking the chapter down into smaller pieces and asking questions. Questions can be effective because 
they help students have a purpose for reading, focus students’ attention on what they are to learn and help students 
to think actively as they read.

e. Understanding Story Elements - developing an understanding of the plot, setting, characters, sequence of the chapter 
(as shown in SLP lessons Day 21,28,34).

After the completion of Utkarsh programme, it would best serve the teachers to continue using these strategies for grade 
level teaching as well as ensure that the classroom structure and environment are maintained by continuing with group 
work, collaborative participative learning and joyfulness in teaching- learning English.

Note: Utkarsh programme aims to bridge the learning gaps amongst Class 9 students. The programme has mapped and 
prioritised key concepts and competencies that students should attain at the end of Class 8. The Utkarsh resources for 
English have been developed to address these chosen competencies. The teachers can also develop additional sessions and 
worksheets to address the competencies that may not be covered in the Utkarsh resources.
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Foundation Camp

*gòlû[ðú cû^ue gòlY \lZû MêWÿòK NCERT  iÚòeúKéZ gòlY `kû`k @û]ûeeê @Yû~ûA 2017-
2018 ùe aò\¥û[ðú cû^ue @ûKk^, gòlK gòldZâú Gaõ aòhd aògûe\ cû^ue cZûcZ @^êiûùe 
Gjûe _âû[còKZû ^ò¡ðûeY Keû~ûA@Qò û gòlK/gòldZâú cû^u _ûLeê Gjû @ûgû Keû~ûG ù~ 
ùicûù^ QûZâQûZâú cû^ue gòlY @ûag¥KZûKê \éÁòùe eLô @Zòeòq / @]ôK aòhd / \lZû _âÉêZ 
Keò_ûeòùa ~ûjû SHB Kò´û THB ùe ^ûjó û
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The English Teacher Handbook has been developed to support teachers deliver classes during Utkarsh.  The first part of the handbook 
details out the activities to be transacted during first phase of Utkarsh i.e. Foundation Camp. The activities have been finalised based 
on competencies and concepts prioritised for Foundation Camp. The Teacher Handbook is accompanied by a Student Workbook 
that has corresponding exercises to the lessons in the Teacher Handbook. Teachers will ensure that worksheets referred to as part of 
a particular activity are completed in the classroom so that students are able to practice the concepts learnt in the class.

Content and Process

The aim of the Foundation Camp (FC) is to strengthen the foundational skills of students in English language. We  identify two main 
goals: (i) Use English for comprehension of ideas expressed by others through listening and reading  (ii) Use English for expressing 
ideas (including emotions, attitudes, opinions, and observations) through speaking and  writing.

The curriculum in the teacher guide is a weighted curriculum where emphasis is placed on content that is especially  important for 
acquiring the competencies for secondary readiness for students.  

FC will be organised for 18 days and the focus will be to work with students of level-1 (up to class 3) and level-2 (up to class 5). After 
baseline assessment the activities from day-1 to day- 18 can be organised with the students of level-I and Level-2 according to the 
sequence given in the Handbook.

FC will focus on basic skills of listening, speaking, reading, writing and comprehension with a lower emphasis on  grammar. The first 
few days of FC are spent mainly developing familiarity and language aware-ness through poems,  songs, skits, and basic vocabulary 
building exercises. The lessons begin with listening and then include speech and  interaction activities, letter and word recognition 
activities. The approach to learning letters is phonic-based to help  children become acquainted with English spelling. This guide 
includes sessions on basic components of language learning- Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing (LSRW) to facilitate transition 
from a lower to a higher competency.

Some points to keep in mind while teaching English 

In our schools, English is taught and learnt as a second language (also known as L2). Learning English as a second/ third language, 
has different stages:

 Pre-production: This is also called “the silent period,” when the student takes in the new language but does not speak it. This 
period often lasts six weeks or longer, depending on the individual. 

 Early production: The student begins to speak using short words and sentences, but the emphasis is still on listening and 
absorbing the new language. There will be many errors in the early production stage.

 Speech Emergent: Speech becomes more frequent, words and sentences are longer, but the individual still relies heavily on 
context clues and familiar topics. Vocabulary continues to increase and errors begin to decrease, especially in common or 
repeated interactions.

 Beginning Fluency: Speech is fairly fluent in social situations with minimal errors. New contexts and academic language 
are challenging and the individual will struggle to express themselves due to gaps in vocabulary and appropriate phrases.

 Intermediate Fluency: Communicating in the second language is fluent, especially in social language situations. The 
individual is able to speak almost fluently in new situations or in academic areas, but there will be gaps in vocabulary 
knowledge and some unknown expressions. There are very few errors, and the individual is able to demonstrate higher 
order thinking skills in the second language such as offering an opinion or analysing a problem.

 Advanced Fluency: The individual communicates fluently in all contexts and can manoeuvre successfully in new contexts 
and when exposed to new academic information. At this stage, the individual may still have an accent and use idiomatic 
expressions incorrectly at times, but the individual is essentially fluent and comfortable communicating in the second 
language.

The purpose of English Learning is to enrich multilingualism among children and to allow diverse languages to flourish in each 
other’s company. Therefore, English is learnt best if it is learnt along with and not at the cost of other languages. Teaching-learning 
of English, therefore, needs to be flexible in such a way that children use their first language along with second language to express 
themselves wherever needed. The teacher can also use the first language to provide background information and then move on 

Introduction
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to read the lesson with children in English. Another important aspect is to provide children with an input rich communicational 
environment to facilitate language learning. These inputs can be in the form of textbooks, story books, magazines, newspapers, 
audio/video material, children chosen texts, etc. as per the interest, age and cognitive level of the children. 

The following needs to be kept in mind to ensure that teaching of English is effective:

 TTT (Teacher Talking Time) should be reduced in the classroom, by giving simple and clear instructions, by asking one or 
two students to show (by means of speaking) that they understood the task instructions, and also by asking other students 
to answer a student’s question. Being a teacher of English is different from being a lecturer.

 STT (Student Talking Time) should be increased by asking other students to answer a student’s question, by showing 
pictures related to the topic of the class and facilitating students’ participation. 

 Ensure that there is minimum use of yes/no questions; only those questions should be used that make students speak in 
order to make them clear.

 Language learning becomes meaningful when it is connected with the immediate environment of the children.

 Correction of mistakes need to be done in a positive manner. For instance, if you want to tell a certain mistake to a student, 
instead of saying “Oh! This is not correct, ...” or “You made a mistake, ...” or “Oops! don’t say this or that,...” etc. you can 
say “Maybe you should change this or that ...” or “Why don’t you use ...”, or “Well, it may be even better if you do/say ...” or 
“Very good try, but you’d better say/do ...” or “Nice try/beginning. Now why don’t you ...?” or “Good participation/answer, 
now I will make it better...” etc.

 When students are practising fluency, teachers should let them talk! Let them feel that they can communicate despite their 
mistakes in pronunciation, grammar etc. Praise them for speaking!!! Show satisfaction!!! 

 Teachers should encourage students to read books. Students should be given tips on what and how to select what really 
matters, based on what they are interested in. 

 Opportunities to work individually and in small groups should be provided to students apart from collective discussions 
for development of listening and speaking skills.

 The four skills, Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing develops together with supporting each other. But the focus 
should be more on skills of Reading and Writing as these are the students of secondary school level. 
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Schedule for Foundation Camp

Day Competency Activity Description Worksheet 
Number

Learning 
Outcomes*

Time

1 Listening- Following 
Instructions 

 A game “Teacher says” will be played.  1 EN307 
EN403
EN503

30 mins

1 Reading- Knowledge of 
phonic sounds

Teacher will teach with demonstration and students 
will practice in pairs. Students will think of words with 
beginning sound.

2 EN303 30 mins

2 Speaking- introducing 
Self

Through a game and interviews in pairs student will 
introduce self.

3 EN309 
EN311

30 mins

2 Grammar Use of full stop and capital letters. 4 EN409 30 mins
3 Reading- Consonant-

Vowel-Consonant 
(CVC) words

Practice the formation and reading of cvc words (at, ot 
and ap) based on phonics.

5 EN309
EN311

45 mins

3 Writing Writing of cvc words and draw or write their meaning. 5 EN309 15 mins
4 Listening- Following 

Instructions 
Students will draw based on teacher’s verbal instructions. 6 EN305

EN403
30 mins

4 Reading- Sight Words Teacher will explain sight words and their place in 
learning English. Students will practice.

7 EN309
EN308

30 mins

5 Speaking Activity- My 
Family

Students will draw and speak about their family. 8 EN413 30 mins

5 Reading- Sight Words Teacher will explain sight words and their place in learning 
English. Students will practice their use in sentences.

9, 10 EN308
EN303

30 mins

6 Speaking Activity- 
Describe Objects

Teacher will demonstrate description of using any object 
and students will practice in pairs.

11 EN309 30 mins

6 Reading –CVC words 
and simple sentences

Students will practice through read aloud in groups 
reading simple sentences with sight words and CVC 
words

12 EN316 30 mins

7 Listening- Following 
Instructions

Student will understand and follow instructions in 
English and increase their vocabulary through a word 
game

13 EN305
EN403

30 mins

7 Reading- Sight Words Students will revise sight words through the game of 
hopscotch.

14 EN308
EN309

30 mins

8 Speaking Activity- 
Describe Persons

Students will give short responses to questions - in 
English. Students will learn about adjectives and practice 
in pairs.

15 EN412
EN415

30 mins

8 Writing Using prompts students will construct simple sentences 
and become aware of nouns and verbs.

16 EN412 30 mins

9 Reading- Sight Words Teacher will explain sight words and their place in learning 
English. Students will practice their use in sentences.

17 EN308
EN309

30 mins

9 Writing and 
comprehension

Students will construct simple sentences using related 
words and match the columns. They will get an idea 
of simple comprehension questions based on recall of 
factual data.

18 EN421 30 mins

10 Writing and 
comprehension

Students will recall factual details from a simple 
comprehension passage/poem.

19 EN421
EN422

30 mins

11 Speaking Activity- 
Describe objects

Students will give short responses to questions - in 
English. Students will learn about adjectives and practice 
in pairs.

20 EN412
EN415

30 mins
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Day Competency Activity Description Worksheet 
Number

Learning 
Outcomes*

Time

11 Reading Students will read familiar sight words and decode 
words using phonics from a variety of texts like 
textbooks and newspapers.

21 EN308
EN309

30 mins

12 Writing using a picture Students will use a picture and write a description about 
a picture seen using Match the Columns. They will 
present their short paragraph to the class.

22 EN408 30 mins

12 Grammar- nouns and 
singular /plural

Students will learn about nouns from the game name, 
place, animal and thing. They will also learn about rules 
of creating plural form of a noun.

23 EN412 30 mins

13 Speaking Activity- 
Picture Talk

Students will describe a picture/photo using new words 
and simple sentence structure in small groups.

24 EN312
EN316
EN319

30 mins

13 Comprehension—
picture comprehension

Students will answer questions based on recall, inference 
and voicing opinions based on the picture.

24 EN407
EN319

30 mins

14 Writing and 
comprehension- 
understanding meaning 
from context.

Students will use a fill in the blank format to understand 
the meaning of sentences and words from their context.

25 EN414
EN511
EN504

30 mins

14 Grammar- gender Students will use quiz as a method to frame questions 
and learn about gender through the answers.

26,27 EN412 30 mins

15 Reading Students will read short paragraphs as news to a small 
group and others will explain the meaning.

28 EN508 30 mins

15 Writing and 
comprehension- 
understanding meaning 
from context.

Students will use a fill in the blank format to understand 
the meaning of sentences and words from their context.

29 EN316 30 mins

16 Listening- oral 
comprehension

Students listen to an oral story and ask questions and 
answer those in a small group.

30 EN504
EN404
EN414

30 mins

16 Writing- Students will use a concept map or table and write a 
small paragraph on a topic.

31 EN504
EN506
EN511

30 mins

17 Speaking/Writing Students will be able to write a paragraph about daily 
chores (routine). Be able to frame wh and yes/no 
questions.

32 EN506
EN511
EN514

45 mins

17 Reading Students will revise all phonics and sight words. They 
will identify new words from the textbook.

33 EN308
EN309
EN508

15 mins

18 Speaking In a small group students will introduce themselves and 
through a game ask questions and answer them.

EN309
EN404

30 mins

18 Writing Students will write a small essay on a topic. 34 EN513 30 mins
FC Assessment Sample Student Assessment to be conducted after FC, 

refer to SHB
60 mins

* For details refer to page no. 106 to 108
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Day 1

Session 1: 

Name of Activity- Listen and do.

Learning Outcome-Students will be able to understand and follow instructions in English.

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-1

Method- 

 Ask the students to stand in a circle. 

 Tell the students that we are going to play the game called: Teacher Says. Explain - Everybody stands up and 
only does the action if the ‘Teacher says’ before it. Demonstrate - Teacher says ai, so you have to sit. Teacher 
says-“throw the ball,” (so you have to throw the ball) if the teacher just says touch your toes, you can’t touch your 
toes (without saying ‘Teacher says’)

 If a student does the action at the wrong time he/she is out.

 Play the game by using actions like throw the ball, sit down, close your eyes, touch your toes, walk slowly, pull your 
ears, cover your eyes, pat your back, kick a ball, jump up high, run, stop, say your name, stand on one leg, touch 
the floor, pick up a pen etc.

 Teacher will help the students by doing the actions.

 Every time an action is done, explain the words in Odia, walk cûù^ Pûfòaû, jump cûù^ ùWAñaû etc.

 Actions to use: open the book, close the book, make a circle, show a thumb up, touch your head, touch your 
shoulder etc.

 Play the game two or three times.

 Tell the students: Now each of you spend 3-4 minutes to remember the English words and their actions.

 Teacher “Each one of you can say something to your partner and he/she will do the action. Both of you decide if 
the action is correct or not. Next change your partners”.

 Do the activity 4-5 times.

 The students should now complete worksheet 1. The teacher should move around the class and make sure that 
students are engaged in the task and solve difficulties. Give 5-7 minutes for this. 

Session 2: 

Name of activity-Phonics

Learning Outcome- Student will recognise alphabet with their phonic sounds. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet, pen/pencil

Method-
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 Teacher: Today I am going to ask you something. Teacher should write letter B and b on the blackboard. Ask the students, 
‘What is this?” The students will say b.

 Now ask the students, “That is the name what does b say? Zûe CyûeY Kò_eò ùja ?

 Teacher, “Let me ask you something.” The teacher will show them picture of a crow or dog or cat. Ask, “What is 
this?” Children will say crow, dog or cat. Teacher, “Very good.” This is a crow/dog/cat. Gjû Zûe ^ûc @ùU Kò«ê 
ù~ùZùaùk ùi CyûeY Kùe ùKCñ Êe aûjûeòa? VòK¨ ùijò_eò Englishùe @lee ^ûc 
I Zûe Êe @fMû @fMû @ùU” û ù~_eòKò ‘C’ e CyûeY ‘K’ û

 Teacher: Now we will practice all sounds with the alphabet.

 a says @, b says - a, c says –K, d says –Wÿ, e says –G, f says –`, g says –M, h says –j, i says –A, j says R, k says –K, 
l says –k/f, m says –c, n says –^/Y, o says –I, p says – _, q says –K, r says –e , s says – i, t says –U, u says 
–@, v says –b, w says –Iß, x says –Kè, y says –d, z says —R/~.

 Let the students repeat after you. Do it two times.

 Make students in pairs. Give each pair 4 small chits of paper. Ask each student in the pair to write any one letter on the chit, 
for example a student may write B and S. Take the chits from them. Exchange the chits.

 Teacher: in your pair see the chit you have. Each student will now say words starting with that letter. But you have to say the 
sound and then the word, for example, `] fan.

 Teacher should walk around the class and listen the words students say. Let them say new words also. Encourage them to 
think of more words.

 Ask students to complete the worksheet-2.
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Day 2

Session 1: 

Name of Activity- Speaking Activity- Introduce self:

Learning Outcome- Students will be able to speak about themselves. 

Duration-45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-3, pen/pencil

Method-

 Teacher will ask students to fill in the blanks and introduce themselves before the class.

 Teacher: Today you are going to become a star. First think, bûa, about your favourite actor, cricketer or any favourite 
person. Decided? 

  Teacher will show how to introduce one self as follows: Good afternoon. My name is _____. I am a teacher. I live in 
_____. I am ___ years old. I like reading books.

 Teacher will divide the class groups of 5-7 students.Teacher will ask each student to introduce themselves (Zêùc ù~Cñ 
a¥qò aòùghu aòhdùe bûaòQ Zûe _eòPd ù\aûKê _Wÿòa û) in their groups. So think about that person 
and decide what they will like. e g, I like Amitabh Bachchan. So I will say, “Good afternoon, I am Amitabh Bachchan. I am 
an actor. I live in Mumbai. I am 75 years old. I like playing cricket.”

 Give them 10 minutes to complete this.

 Teacher: We will now play a game. Show the students the paper stick. One of us will stand in the middle of the circle with 
the stick. When I say ‘Go; you will go to a person. This person will introduce his/her favourite person as:

o Good afternoon. My name is _____. I am a _______. I live in ________. I am ___ years old. I like ________. 

 All will play the game for 5-7 minutes. 

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-3. Help them by reading it and also with spelling. Students who complete early can be 
asked to write another paragraph on onother person, e.g. I am Narendra Modi or I am Virat Kohli or I am (some friend’s 
name).

 Give them 15 minutes to complete.

 Give the instructions: Remember every sentence begins with a capital letter. Every sentence ends with a full stop 
_ì‰ðùz\ sign and I is always capital when written alone.

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Use full stops and capital letters:

Learning Outcome- Student will practice the use of full stops and capital letters in a sentence. 

Duration-15 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheets-4, pen/pencil

Method-
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 Teacher will write the following lines on the blackboard.

 i am sita I live in lucknow. my father is rajaram i like aamir khan.

 Ask if anyone can read it aloud for the class.

Ask one student to come and correct one mistake. When a student corrects a mistake teacher should say,” in English, “When ‘i’ 
is alone we always write ‘I’ as a capital letter. In English we always use a fullstop at the end of a  sentence (aûK¥). In English we 
always start a sentence (aûK¥) with a capital letter, and write name of person or place start with a capital letter.”

 A second student can come and correct the second mistake and so on.

 The correct paragraph is: I am Sita. I live in Lucknow. My father is Rajaram. I like Aamir Khan.

 Ask students to make corrections in their worksheet-4
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Day 3

Session 1: 

Name of Activity- Reading- CVC (consonant vowel consonant) words

Learning Outcome- Student will read five at, ot and ap cvc words and understand their meanings. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required: Worksheets-5, pen/pencil

Method-

 Teacher must go through the phonic sounds again in 2 minutes:

a says @, b says - a, c says –K, d says –Wÿ, e says –G, f says –`, g says –M, h says –j, i says –A, j says R, k says –K, l 
says –k, m says –c, n says –^, o says –I, p says –_, q says –K r says –e , s says – i, t says –U, u says –@, v says –b, 
w says –Iß, x says –Ä, y says –d, z says —S/~.

 Teacher: Today I am going to ask a question. 

 Ask one student, “what is your name?” Let him answer. Ask him, “Who is your friend?” “cûù^ @û_Yu iûw 
KòG” ?” ‘What is his name?’ 

 Teacher to write both names on board. Now say, “these two friends always go together and they are a pair Gcû^ue 
ù~ûWÿò a^òMfû bkò English ùe c¤ g±e ù~ûWÿò a^ò[ûG û

 Write a and t on the board.

 Teacher: can you remember the sound of a it is a...a... and t is U]]U]]

 Teacher: a and t together becomes at GU

 Teacher to write the words cat, bat, mat, hat on the board. Write on the board ‘mat’ with at in a different colour. Teacher: 
at says GU...GU..... . 

 Teacher to point to mat and say m... at c….GU mat, b... at bat, r... at rat, h.... at hat and c... at cat. Next ask children to 
repeat it. 

 Say cat and ask ,” Which animal is this? It has four legs, it eats rats.” Let them answer in Hindi. Tell them in English 

aòeûWÿò it is called a cat.

 Teacher: These are “at” words. 

 T: We are all going to say the words again. Teacher must say this is a bat, cat, mat, rat, hat.  

 Teacher: can you remember the sound of o it is I..I... and t is U... U...

 Teacher: o and t together becomes at IU.

 Teacher to write the words pot, hot, jot, dot on the board. Write on the board write ot in a different colour. Teacher: ot 
says IU.....IU.... . 

 Teacher to point to pot and say p... ot  pot, h... ot hot, j... ot jot, d.... ot dot. Next ask children to repeat it. 

 Say pot and ask,” What is a pot? You put water in this.” Let them answer in Odia. If they cannot answer draw a picture on 
the board. Tell them in Odia cûVò@û it is called a pot. Similarly explain that hot means Mec, jot means ùfLôaû and 
dot means aò¦ê
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 Teacher: These are ot words. This is a pot. The pot is hot. I jot English. This is a dot.

 Teacher: can you remember the sound of a it is G...G... and p is _... _...

 Teacher: a and p together becomes ap G_.

 Teacher to write the words map, cap, tap, nap on the board. Write on the board write ap in a different colour. Teacher: ap 
says G_.....G_.... . 

 Teacher to point to cap and say c... ap cap, t... ap tap, m... ap map, n.... ap nap. Next ask children to repeat it. 

 Ask, ”What is a cap? You wear it on the head.” Let them answer in Odia. If they can not answer draw a picture on the 
board. Tell them in Odia ùUû_ò it is called a cap. Similarly explain that tap means ^k, map means cû^PòZâ and nap 
means KòQò icd _ûAñ ùgûAaû.

 Teacher: These are ap words. 

 Teacher: We are all going to say the words again. Teacher must say, “We have a cap. This is a map. In the school we have a 
tap. We take a nap.”  

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Writing- CVC words

Learning Outcome- Student will write cvc words and draw the picture and/or write the meaning in Odia. 

Duration- 15 minutes 

Materials Required: Worksheet 5, pen/pencil

Method-

 Explain Worksheet-5 and give time to students to complete.
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Day 4

Session 1: 

Name of Activity- Following Instructions

Learning Outcome- Student will understand and follow instructions in English. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-6, pen/pencil, crayon.

Method-

 Tell the students that we are going to do some drawing today. Give them papers and crayons.

 Teacher: You will follow the instructions I give.

 Repeat every instruction slowly 2 times.Teacher to give the following instructions, “if students are not able to follow, 
please ask and I will explain the meaning of the words in Odia”

 Open worksheet-6. Take a pen or pencil and Listen to me.

 All students first write today’s date in the right top corner. Show them with a paper in your hand.

 Next write your name on top.

 Now all students pick up a crayon.

 Draw a fish on the paper. Give them 2 minutes to draw.

 Under the fish write, “This is a fish.”

 Remember in English every sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with full stop.

 Teacher: can someone tell me the meaning of the words, open ¼ùLûfòaû½, write (ùfLôaû½, top (C_e), below(Zùk), 
crayon, paper, listen (gêYòaû), follow (@^êieY Ke). 

 Complete the rest of the worksheet 6.

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Reading sight words

Learning Outcome- Student will read 7 sight words in English. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-7, pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method-

 Teacher to complete the phonic drill in 2 minutes.

 Teacher: You have learnt to read simple words like cat, bat, pot etc. But to use English you need to know more words. Gjû 
G_eò GK g± @ùU ~ûjûKê Kò ù\Lô Gaõ aûe´ûe CyûeY/a¥ajûe Keò gòLôaû. These are called 
sight words. We will learn some words today. Tell the students that they are going to learn 2 new words. This and That. 
Explain: To show / tell about something near by we use this. To show or tell about something far we use that.
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For example. This is a book. That is a tree. 

 Teacher,” I will say My name is _________.Gjûe @[ð, ùcûe ^ûc @ùU ______. 

 Teacher to write the sentence on the board. Write My in a different colour. Point to my and sayGjò g±Uò ùjCQò (My) 
@[ð ùcûe ù~còZòKò ùcûe ^ûc _âùcû\ @ùU, My name is Pramod.

 Introduce the other sight words, he, she, like and to using flash cards. Explain “Gaõ”  is “AND” in English. 

 As you show the flash card, say the word and ask them to repeat after you.

 Explain he _êeêh _ûAñ and she Èúu _ûAñ are used. 

 Flash cards for the words he, she, my, like and to should there in the classroom. Students should see these words everyday.

 Point to each word and repeat them.

 Ask one the students to do the same and others will repeat.

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-7.
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Day 5

Session 1: 

Name of Activity- Speaking Activity- My Family

Learning Outcome- Student will speak 3-4 sentences about their family. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet- 8, pen/pencil

Method-

 Teacher: Today we will talk about our family. `¥ûcòfò @[ð _eòaûe. In my family @[ð ùcûe _eòaûeùe

 Teacher: First let us learn words for cû, aû_û, ùRùR, ùRùRcû, bûA, bCYú, \û\û, LêWÿú

 On the chart write these Odia words and write against them.

Father ---aû_û

Mother--- cû

Brother—bûA

Sister -- bCYú

Grandfather-- ùRùR aû_û

Grandmother--- ùRùR cû

Uncle---cûcê, KûKû, cCiû

Aunty--- cûAñ, KûKú, cûCiú

 Teacher: In my family I have my father, mother, brother and _______.

 Teacher: Before saying first I want you to draw your family on this paper. 

 Give the students papers and crayons to draw.

 Teacher: You will repeat and complete the sentence

In my family I have my father/mother.

 Teacher: @û_Yu PòZâùe ù\Lôaûe @QòKò @û_Y KY @ûuòQ«ò ? @û_Y @û_Yu _eòaûee 
Kûjû Kûjû PòZâ @ûuòQ«ò ? 
~\ò @û_Y cû u PòZâ @ûuòQ«ò, Zûjûùjùf @û_Y Kjòùa :

 “In my family I have my mother.”

@ûC aû_û ùjùf

“In my family I have my father.”

@ûC ~\ò @û_Yu Nùe bûA I bCYú @Q«ò 
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“In my family I have ___ brothers and ____ sisters.”

@ûC @û_Yu ùRùRaû_û I ùRùRcû ej«ò ùZùa

“In my family I have a grandfather and grandmother.”

  Make sure students say all these sentences at least 2 times. Give them 5-6 minutes to complete Worksheet-8

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Reading sight words

Learning Outcome- Student will be able to read more than 20 sight words in English. 

Duration-30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-9 and 10, pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method- 

 Teacher must go through the phonic sounds again in 2 minutes:

a says @, b says - a, c says –K, d says –Wÿ, e says –G, f says –`, g says –M, h says –j, i says –A, j says R, k says –K, 
l says –k, m says –c, n says –^, o says –I, p says –_, q says –K r says –e , s says – i, t says –U, u says –@, v says 
–b, w says –Iß, x says –Ä, y says –d, z says —S/~.

 Teacher: Do you remember the ‘t’ words? Can someone tell me? Let children remember and say. 

 Teacher should point to all ‘T’ words and say these are ‘T’ words. Write on the board – These are ‘T’ words. Write “are“ in 
a different colour.  

Gjûe @[ð ùjCQò ù~ @ù^K MêWÿòG ‘U’ e g± @ùU û

 Teacher,” Now you repeat the sentence These are ‘b’ words. They should say this.

 Introduce the other sight words, was, for, on using black board. 

 As you write on the black board card say the word and ask them to repeat after you.

 Explain for means _ûAñ, ù~_eòKò  p for parrot, on @[ð ùjCQò C_e- put the pen on a book and say the pen is 
ON the book. WAS e @[ð [ôfû the parrot WAS flying @[ð parrot CWÿê[ôfû û

 Teacher to say I am Priya. Teacher to write the sentence on the board. Write I in a different colour. Point to I and say Gjò 
g± ‘@ûA’ @ùU @[ð ‘cêññ’ ù~còZòKò  I am Priya.

 Introduce the other sight words, his, her, at using flash cards. 

 As you write on the blackboard say the word and ask them to repeat after you.

 Explain his means _êeêh _ûAñ, her means Èú _ûAñ,

  Give students 5-7 minutes to complete Worksheet-9.

 Teacher to say, “You are students.” Teacher to write the sentence on the board. Write ‘You’ in a different colour. Point to 
‘You’ and say @[ð Zêùc ù~_eò Kò Zêùc _òfû û
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 Introduce the other sight words, ‘they’ and ‘from’ using black board. 
‘They’ e cûù^ ‘ùicûù^’ ù~_eòKò ùicûù^ Mñûe ùfûK @U«ò û

 As you show the words say the word and ask them to repeat after you.

 Explain ‘they’ means @[ð ùicûù^ They are children @[ð ùicûù^ _òfûcûù^ @U«ò û

 Teacher to write the sentence, We will have books on the board. Write ‘We’ in a different colour. Point to ‘We’ and say We 
Gjò g± ‘a’ e cûù^ ‘@ûù¸’ ù~_eòKò ‘a’ @ûùc _òfûcûù^ @Uê û

 Introduce the other sight words, will and have using flash cards. 

 Explain ‘will’ means ^Keòaò* vkSj have KòQò ùjûAQò û 

 Point to each word and repeat them.

 Teacher: We say @ûù¸ Kjê With ‘your’ legs you ‘can’------. Teacher to write the sentence on the board. Write ‘your’ and 
‘can’ in a different colour. Point to ‘your’ and say ‘your’ cûù^ ‘Zêce’  ‘can’ cûù^ ‘Keò_ûeòa’ û 

 Introduce the other sight words, when, were, what using flash cards. 

 As you show the flash card say the word and ask them to repeat after you.

 Explain what means KY What is this? means, Gjû KY] When @[ð ùjCQò ùKùa] When will we go home?, @[ð 

ùKùa @ûùc NeKê ~òaû û\

 Ask students to repeat.

 Give Student 5 -7 minutes to complete Worksheet-10.
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Day 6

Session 1: 

Name of Activity- Speaking Activity- Describe Objects

Learning Outcome- Students will give short responses to questions in English - based on immediate environment, day-to-day 
happenings, etc. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Any objects, Worksheet-11, pen/pencil

Method-

 Describe an object and let the students guess and name it. Teacher can use any object like book, door, pencil, bottle etc.

 “What do you think of when I say the word ‘bottle’?” Students will use different words (Water, plastic, cap, transparent, 
thirst, etc). Teacher should write these words on the board. Teacher should ask students to Make sentences and speak 
sentences describing the bottle using 2/3/4…of the words. 

Eg, This is a bottle. It is made of plastic. It contains water. It is round. It is _____(colour of the bottle) in colour. I have many/
one bottle/s. I use a bottle everyday etc.

 Do one round of this with 3-4 objects.

 Ask students to form pairs. One person from the pair will name one object. The other partner will think and speak words 
connected to that object.

 Then the first partner will make sentences using those words. In the second round partners will reverse the roles.

 Complete Worksheet-11 in 5-7 minutes.

Session 2 

Name of Activity- Reading cvc words and sentences

Learning Outcomes- Students will read simple sentences containing CVC words and sight words learnt previously. Students will 
copy the sentences from the board.

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-12, pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method- 

 Teacher asks the students to fill in the blanks.

 Teacher to write the sentences on the board. 

There is a cat and a rat on the mat.

The rat has a pot. The pot is hot.

The cat has a cap. This cap has dots.

He is taking a nap. She is taking a nap. They are taking a nap.

 Read the sentences with the students or ask one child to read one sentence then the next one and so on.

 Teacher to write the sentences on the board. 
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 She ran to a van. 

 The van has pots and pans.

 There is a fat man in the van. 

 His cap has dots.

 Teacher: Let us read now. Point to the first word and ask students,” Who can read this word?“ Let them answer.

 Next what is this word, r....an  ran then, to the v....an  van. 

 Teacher: “Can someone tell the meaning of this sentence? This sentence means ùi van @ûWÿKê ù\û÷Wÿòfû

 Teacher: Next point to ‘The’ and ask Who can read this? This word is the. The van has pots and pans. What does this 
mean? Let children think on their own and explain. Then say,” this means van ùe cûVò@û I aûi^Kêi^ @Qò

 T: Next There is a fat man in the van. Can someone explain? Van ùe GK ùcûUû ùfûK @Qò 

 His cap has dots.

  Allow time of 2 minutes for each student to finish reading. Ask each group to read aloud.  

 Teacher: Take your book. Open your book and complete Worksheet-12.
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Day 7

Session 1: 

Name of Activity- Word Ladder- Following Instructions

Learning Outcome- Student will understand and follow instructions in English and increase their stock of vocabulary. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-13, pen/pencil, crayons.

Method-

 The teacher can do the following activity as a quiz between teams of students or students can do it in pairs or individually. 
Do as per the instructions. Groups get points for successful attempts. 

 Let’s make a word ladder. Teacher should give instructions as under. Write the word ‘got’ on the blackboard and read the 
instruction. Ask one student to read the word written on the blackboard (“got”). Let another student read the new word 
made (“hot”). Once the students have answered ask them to make a sentence using the words. Explain the meaning of the 
words remove, add, join, take away.

a) Remove ‘g’ and add ‘h’ to the word “got” = hot
b) Remove ‘h’ and add ‘p’ to the last word, i.e., “hot” = pot
c) Remove ‘p’ and join ‘c’ to the last word, i.e., “pot” = cot
d) Add ‘a’ in between ‘o’ and ‘t’ to the last word, i.e., “cot” = coat
e) Remove ‘o’ from the last word, i.e., “coat” = cat
f) Take away ‘c’ and add ‘m’ to the last word, i.e., “cat” = mat
g) Remove ‘t’ and add ‘n’ to the last word, i.e., “mat” = man
h) Remove ‘a’ and add two ‘o’ in between ‘m’ & ‘n’ = moon

 Continue the drill by adding/removing new letters for 20 minutes.

 Ask students to complete the worksheet-13 by writing sentences using words given in 10 minutes.

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Sight Words Reading

Learning Outcome- Students will be able to use the sight words learnt previously.

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-14, pen/pencil, crayon.

Method-

 Teacher: Let’s play a game. We will play hopscotch. 

 Teacher divides the class into groups of 5-7 students. Teacher will ask students to draw as follows on the floor or in the 
notebook in their groups. The sight words the students have learnt should be written.
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 Students will know how to play this. Student will throw rock onto hopscotch floor. Whichever word the rock lands in is the 
letter to be read and the child will read.

 Repeat until all the words have been read at least once. let then do this for 15 minutes.

 Introduce the other sight words, when, where, what using flash cards. 

 As you show the flash card say the word and ask them to repeat after you.

 Explain ‘what’ means K’Y] What is this? means, ‘Gjû K’Y @ùU.’ ‘When’ e @[ð ùKùa @ùU When will we go 
home?, cûù^ @ûùc NeKê ùKùa ~òaû û ‘Were’ means @ZúZ Kûkùe I ajêZ ùfûK _ûAñ ù~_eò 
we were playing cûù^ @ûùc ùLkê[ôfêö

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-14 in last 5-7 minutes.
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Day 8

Session 1: 

Name of Activity- Speaking Activity- Describe a person

Learning Outcome- Students will be able to give short responses to questions in English. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- any objects, Worksheet-15, pen/pencil

Method-

 Think of your best friend. Can you think of 5 reasons why he/she is your close friend? Give students a few minutes to think 
of their points before you ask them to speak. 

 Write some words on the blackboard to help students, e.g. caring, helpful, good, trustworthy, supportive, shares everything, 
etc. Explain the meanings in Odia.

 Ask students to form pairs. One person from the pair will name a person. The other partner will think and speak words 
about that person.

 Then the first partner will make sentences using those words. In the second round partners will reverse the roles. 10 
minutes to complete it.

 Complete Worksheet-15 in 5-7 minutes. Explain to the students that the words they used to describe a person or a thing 
e.g. helpful Malini or big box, these are called adjectives ¼aòùghY½-

 The action words used when we meet we ________, these are called verbs ¼Kòâdû_\½ 

Session 2:

Name of Activity- Construct simple sentences

Learning Outcome- Students will be able to construct simple sentences using related words and get an idea of nouns and verbs.

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Any objects, Worksheet-16, pen/pencil

Method-

 Divide the class into groups and instruct them to create a T-chart in their notebooks.

 Ask them to match words in A with B and C.

 Ask them to write numbers (as given for one) for each matching.

 Students will write sentences.

 Ask some of them to read out their sentences.

 Teacher evaluates the scripts of students and gives feedback.
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Day 9

Session 1: 

Name of Activity- Reading sight words

Learning Outcome- Student will be able to read 15 sight words in English. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-17, pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method-

 Teacher must go through the phonic sounds again in 2 minutes:

a says @, b says - a, c says –K, d says –Wÿ, e says –G, f says –`, g says –M, h says –j, i says –A, j says R, k says –K, l 
says –k, m says –c, n says –^, o says –I, p says –_, q says –K r says –e , s says – i, t says –U, u says –@, v says –b, 
w says –Iß, x says –Ä, y says –d, z says —S/~.

 Teacher: Do you remember yesterday we wrote about our friend? Can someone tell me? Let students remember and say. 

 Write on the board – about friends. Write “about “ in a different colour. Teacher: about e @[ð ‘ùijò aòhdùe’ û 
^òR iûw aòhdùe ùfL û

 Teacher: Now you repeat the sentence, “We wrote about our friend.” Student should repeat.

 Introduce the other sight words, from, with, which, who, where, all, how using black board. 

 As you write on the black board card say the word and ask them to repeat after you.

 Explain ‘from’ means Vûeê] gift from father, with @[ð ijòZ- I eat sabzi with roti. Which @[ð ùKCñ 
ù~_eòKò ùKCñ _lú CWÿê[ôfû ? How means Kò_eò,, how did the accident happen? where means ùKCñVò,, 
where are you? And all means icùÉ,-we all are students.

 As you write on the blackboard, say the word and ask them to repeat after you.

 Give students 5-7 minutes to complete Worksheet-17.

 Ask students to repeat.

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Construct simple sentences and comprehension

Learning Outcome- Students will construct simple sentences using related words and get an idea of simple comprehension 
questions.

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- any objects, Worksheets-18, pen/pencil

Method-

 Teacher writes the following table on the board. She asks students to match column-A with B. She asks them to write 
sentences.

 Match column ‘A’ with ‘B’. 
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           Column A           Column B
            Butterfly             run
            Camel             crawl
            Monkey             fly
            Fish             make net
            Spider             walk in desert
            Ant             jump
            Children             swim

Now write sentences using those words, e.g., A butterfly can fly.

 Given below is the list of the students on the left hand side and their likings on the right hand side. (Worksheet-18)

Student like(s) to

Amrita, Rashmi       sing

Suman, Rajat       dance

Bapuni, Sabita       paint

Madhu, Mahesh       play football

Rabi, Sanjay, Ranjan, Preeti     play Cricket

Indira, Sudhira, Ranjan      cook

Preeti, Yogesh       read

Rajdeep        sleep

 On the basis of the above information now ask the students to first speak and then write the answers of the following 
questions in Worksheet-18. Do one sample. Remind the students to answer in complete sentence. Begin a sentence with a 
capital letter and end with a full stop.

1. Does Amrita like to sing?

2. Who else likes to sing?

3. How many boys don’t like to play football?

4. How many students play cricket and cook?

5. Who likes painting?

6. Who are dancers”

7. Who like cooking food?

8. Who are cricket players?

9. –––––––– and –––––––––– Sambalpuri dancers.

10. ––––––––– like –––––––––––––––.
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Day 10

Session 1 and 2:

Name of Activity- Simple comprehension

Learning Outcome- Students will recall factual details from a simple comprehension passage/poem.

Duration- 60 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-19, pen/pencil

Method-

 Teacher: Today we are going to read two poems. How will we know if we have understood them? For that we will answer 
some questions at the end of the reading.

 First you must read the poem in your worksheet carefully. Give them 2 minutes to read the Poem-1 from Worksheet-19.

 Teacher: “Are there difficult words, words which you did not understand?” (G_eò g± ~ûjû Zêùc aêSò _ûeê^ûjñ) 
û Then ask me now and I will explain.

 Teacher: Now let us read it in the class. Teacher can ask a student to read or she/he can read it herself/himself.

 Teacher explains the first poem and the meaning of words to the class. Discuss the questions in class and ask the students 
to complete the Worksheet-19. Give the students 10-12 minutes to do this.

 Ask students to repeat the same process with the second poem. 
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Day 11

Session 1:

Name of Activity- Describe objects through question and answer.

Learning Outcome– Students will give short responses to questions in English based on immediate environment, day-to-day 
happenings, etc. 

Duration-30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-20, pen/pencil

Method-

 Ask students to form pairs. Each one will look at the picture given on worksheet - 20.

 Each student will make a question about the picture, e.g. what is this? Where do you use it? How do you use it? When is it 
used? Which material is it made of? Do you like it? Why? And may ask more questions.

 In pairs or in small groups, the student shows the picture and asks the question to another person. He/She will answer and 
the group can decide if it is right or it requires improvement.

 After 15 minutes of this, task one student from each group will share 3-4 sentences about any picture in the class.

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Reading words

Learning Outcome- Student will read words in English from different texts. 

Duration-30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-21, pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method-

 Teacher should bring 5-7 English newspapers to class.

 Form groups of 3 (as per feasibility in class).

 Each group should get either a newspaper or their textbook of English.

 Give the following instructions.

 Remember the sight words we have learnt. Also remember the phonics.

 Open the material you have, newspaper or textbook, select a page or an article. 

 Make a list of the words you can read, find out 10 new words you could read and 5 new words which you cannot read. 
This should be done for 15 minutes. After words have identified by Students, Teacher will explain meaning of words that 
students could not read.

 Complete the Worksheet-21. Give 15 minutes. 
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Day 12

Session 1: 

Name of Activity- Writing using a picture

Learning Outcome- Student will write a small paragraph about a picture using support. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-22, pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method- 

 Divide the class into groups and ask them to see the picture “Elephant” in worksheet 22.

 Ask the questions, what is this picture about? Which animal is this?, How does it look? Use an adjective ¼aòùghY½ to 
describe its ears/eyes etc.

 Ask the students to write down the following description of an elephant in column ‘A’. One word in each line is missing. 
The possible missing words are given in column ‘B’. The students fill up the missing words choosing from column ‘B’.

Column A Column B

1. This is an ……………………………………………………... the zoo
2. It lives in the …………………………………………………. gray in colur
3. It has …………………………………..……………………… big legs
4. It is a very ……………………….……………………………. big animal
5. But it has ........…………………….…………………………. elephant
6. It has a long ………………………………..………………… small eyes
7. It is also found in ……………………………………………. forest
8. It is ………………………………….………………………… trunk

After completing the sentences by filling up the blanks, ask them to sequence the sentences to form a meaningful paragraph and 
present it to the class. Write the paragraph in Worksheet-22.

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Nouns and plural

Learning Outcome- Student will understand nouns, and understand their singular and plural forms. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-23, pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method-

 Teacher will point to any item in class and ask ‘What’ is this? Let the students answer, blackboard or chalk or boy, girl, books 
etc.

 Teacher: The name of anything we call noun, ¼aòùgh¥½] These can be names of animals, places, things.
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 Teacher: Can anyone give me examples of some nouns? Let the students answer.

 Teacher: One more thing. Remember I say when it is one in number we say mango, when more than one we say 
mangoes. ùijò_eò ùMûUòG KêKêe I ajêZ KêKêecûù^ I ùMûUòG aòeûWÿò ajêZ  aòeûWÿò cûù^ û 
(GKeê @]ôK)

 Teacher : Open your Worksheet 23. I will pick an alphabet . You will write the name of a person, place, animal and 
thing using that letter at the beginning– e.g. if the letter is b you can write Beena, Bilaspur, bat and ball.

 Teacher will say letters like, b, c, d, f, g, h, e, a, j, m, p, r. 

 Let students complete table 1 of the Worksheet-23. Give 15 minutes.

 A noun that denotes only ONE person or thing is said to be SINGULAR. A noun that denotes MORE THAN ONE person 
or thing is said PLURAL. 

 The usual construction of plural nouns from singular nouns is to add -s to the end of a word, like boy-boys, girl-girls.

 Nouns ending in -s, -sh, -ch, -o, -or, -x, form the plural by adding -es to the singular; as bus-buses dish- dishes, box-
boxes, bench-benches, hero-heroes.

 Nouns ending in -y, preceded by a consonant, form their plural by changing –y into –i and adding –es, like city-cities 
etc.

 Teacher- Now in Table 2 write the names of animals and things and write their plurals.
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Day 13

Session 1:

Name of activity- Phonics and sight words revision.

Learning Outcome- Students will practice phonic sounds and sight words.

Duration: 10 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-24, pen/pencil

Method- 

 Teacher will say the phonic sounds and the sight words already learnt using any method.

Session 2:

Name of Activity- Speaking Activity- Describe a picture.

Learning Outcomes- Students will describe a picture in English. 

Duration-20 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-24, pen/pencil

Method- 

Teacher will write the words on the blackboard from the Help Box. (given in the w.s.)

 Teacher will write the words on the blackboard from the Help Box given in the Worksheet. 

 Ask students to see the picture in the Worksheet-24.

 Ask students to share what they see in the picture using the words on the blackboard for support.

 Arrange the students into groups. (as per the feasibility of the class)

 Ask each group to take their turns and describe the picture/scene.

 Words they may need, can be supplied from the help box.

 You can give a start, e.g., “This is a vegetable shop.” 
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Help box:

shopkeeper, banian, sell, yellow, newspaper, weighing machine, wristwatch, basket, helper, fan, 
sitting, towel, onions, potatoes, vegetables, stall, dark, market

Session 3:

Name of Activity- Picture Comprehension.

Learning Outcome- Students will answer comprehension questions based on different thinking levels.

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-24, pen/pencil

Method-

 Teacher: Thanks all of you, made a lot of effort and have learnt English a little more in the last two weeks. We are now 
going to answer Comprehension questions.

 Teacher: Open Worksheet-24 and read the questions. You have 7 minutes to answer. If you don’t understand some words 
or can not read them, circle those words.

 Teacher can solve the difficulties and let the student complete Worksheet-24.
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Day 14

Session 1:

Name of Activity- Meaning from context.

Learning Outcome- Students will use a fill in the blank format to understand the meaning of sentences and words from their 
context.

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-25, pen/pencil

Method- 

 Teacher: Today we will try and understand the meaning of words from the context ¼_âiw½. Many times we do not know 
the meaning of a word, we can use a dictionary to find or we can also try and understand the meaning from the context. 
Let us try.

 Teacher: Open Worksheet-25. Now make pairs and read the first small passage. 

 Teacher should ask one student to read each sentence.

 Complete the sentences below choosing words given in the box. 

1) She is my _________. Her name is __________. She cooks food for_________. She never gets_________. She 
__________ us very much. She is very_________. She is also a ________.  She teaches__________.

teacher, angry, patient, us, very much, Deepika Mishra, mother, loves, very well

 Teacher: Very good/Excellent. Now in your pair discuss and write the answers in the blanks. Give them 2-3 minutes for this.

 Ask one student to share his/her answer and the reasons for that answer being the right answer. He/she can explain in Odia 
if the explanation is difficult in English.

 Teacher should then explain the meaning of how we can use this type of thinking to understand meaning of words.

 Give students 10-15 minutes to complete Worksheet-25.

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Gender

Learning Outcome- Student will understand nouns and masculine, feminine neuter and common gender. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-26 and 27 pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method-
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 Teacher: The name of anything we call noun, ¼aaòùgh¥½These can be names of animals, places, things.

 Teacher: We all have studied fòw in Odia ù~_eò Èú fòw I _ê fòw. Similarly, in English we call these 
masculine and feminine gender. Can anyone give me examples of some masculine gender words and some feminine 
gender nouns? Let students answer.

 The Gender of noun indicates the sex or the absence of sex.

 A MALE SEX is called Masculine Gender.

 Masculine nouns are men, boys and male animals e.g. father, peacock, horse, dog etc.

 A FEMALE SEX is called Feminine Gender.

 Feminine nouns are women, girls and female animals, aunt, tigress, mare etc. 

 Teacher: Open your Worksheet-26 and complete Table 1.

 Let students complete Worksheet-26. Give 5 minutes.

 Teacher: What about other things / words like child or student etc.

 The sex of some nouns which is not known said to be of the common gender.

e.g. child, friend, student, pupil etc.

 Teacher- We also have names (Nouns) for inanimate things like, chair or table.

 A noun that denotes a lifeless thing is called Neuter Gender. The Noun that denotes a thing that is neither male nor 
female is called Neuter Gender e.g. chair, tree, table etc.

 Allow students time to complete Worksheets-26 and 27.
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Day 15

Session 1:

Name of Activity- Reading 

Learning Outcome- Student will read words in English from different texts. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-28, pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method-

 Teacher should select 5-7 paragraphs from grade 4-5 English textbook and bring it to class.

 Form groups of 2-3 students.

 Each group should get a paragraph/chapter from the textbook of English.

 Give the following instructions.

 Remember the sight words we have learnt. Also remember the phonics.

 Open the material you have. Read it together and decide what is the main idea of the passage. 

 Make a list of the words you can read, find out 5 new words which you cannot read. Give10 minutes. Teacher should 
move around in the class and help students.

 Complete the Worksheet-28. Give 10 minutes. 

 Each group will share the main idea. Other groups with the same passage may agree or ask questions. Give 10 minutes.

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Comprehension

Learning Outcomes- Students will recall factual details from a simple comprehension passage/poem.

Duration-30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-29, pen/pencil

Method- 

 Teacher: Today we are going to read a passage. How will we know if we have understood the passage. For that we will 
answer some questions at the end of the reading.

 First you must read the passage in your worksheet carefully. Give Students 2 minutes to read from Worksheet-29.

 Teacher: Are there difficult words? words which you did not understand? G_eò g± ~ûjû @û_Y aêSò _ûeòùf 
^ûjòñ û Then ask me now and I will explain.
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 Teacher: Now let us read it in class. Teacher can ask one student to read or she can read herself.

 Discuss the questions in class and ask the students to complete the Worksheet-29. Give the students 10-12 minutes to do 
this.
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Day 16

Session 1:

Name of Activity- Listening Comprehension

Learning Outcome- Students will develop listening comprehension of simple stories. Students will be able to express their 
understanding through answering the questions.

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet- 30, pen/pencil

Method- 

Say and write the story in class, for listening and reading. 

Once there was a frog in a field. It was green. One day it was jumping about in the field. By chance it fell into a deep hole. It tried 
to come out but couldn’t. Then it shouted, “Help! Help!”. A hare heard his cry. It ran to the spot. He saw the frog sitting helplessly 
in the hole. The hare lost no time. He ran to the nearest village to bring a ladder. In the mean time there came a black snake and 
fell into the hole. The frog was afraid of the snake. It jumped up high with all its strength and came out.

Then ask questions and discuss in class.

 What was the colour of the frog?

 What was it doing?

 It fell into a well. True/False

 Why did it shout for help?

 Who came near the hole?

 Why did the hare run to the nearest village?

 What was the frog afraid of?

 What helped the frog come out at last?

 Ask students to complete comprehension in Worksheet-30 as homework.

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Writing a paragraph

Learning Outcome- Students will write a simple paragraph of 5 sentences on a given topic.

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-31, pen/pencil
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Method-

 Teacher: Now we come close to the end of our Foundation Course. We have learnt a lot during the course. Today and for 
the next two days, we are going to sum up a lot of our learning.

 Teacher: Let us make groups of 4 students. We will be writing a short paragraph on a topic today.

 Teacher will divide the class and give each group one of the topics, like When I See a Tree, When I See the Sky at Night, When 
I See the Rising Sun I feel, When I Went to the Station I saw, My dream when I grow up etc.

 Teacher: When you get the topic, the first thing you will do is to write the topic in Worksheet-31.

 Teacher: Each of you now think of words related Zûjû ijòZ i´§òZ to that topic. Teacher should quickly 
demonstrate with one example on the blackboard e.g. if my topic is When I See a Bird. Can someone tell me three key 
words? Allow students to answer.

 Teacher: Yes the three key words are I, birds and see.

 Next I will use my senses to think...

Use five senses for description

What can I see about this key word:

colours of birds, flying, variety

What can I hear about the key word?

Chirping, flapping wings

• What can I feel about the key words?

Free, high, moving, 

Ideas generation:

Idea-1 

Many types of birds 

Supporting details: Variety of colours, sizes, they chirp 
and flap their wings, they are everywhere.

Idea-2

What I feel

Supporting details:

Feeling of freedom and energy, feeling of happiness and 
movement and going high (soaring) 

 Teacher: Now I can write 5-7 sentences.

 Teacher: In your small groups do this discussion for your topic and complete the Worksheet 31. Give them 15 -20 
minutes to complete the worksheet.
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Day 17

Session 1:

Name of Activity- Speaking –Daily Routine 

Learning Outcome- Student will be able to write a paragraph about daily chores, be able to frame wh and yes/no questions, be 
able to write a paragraph on an interview and read words in English from different texts. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-32, pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method- 

 Teacher: We all have a daily set of things or activities that we do, won’t we? This is called our daily routine or daily chores.

 Let us look at the daily routine of Gopal. Open your Worksheet-32 and see Table1.

 Make an oral preparation by asking questions to the students and eliciting answers from them, e.g., When/What time does 
Gopal get up? Give them 5-7 minutes.

 Ask the students sitting in groups to write a paragraph based on the chart. For example; Gopal gets up at 6 am. Then he 
brushes his teeth at 6.30 am. He................. Give them 15 minutes.

 While writing, ask the class to use “then, next, after that, finally, etc.”

 Open your Worksheet 32 and see Table-2.

 Then a student from one group interviews another from the other group by 

asking questions (e.g., When/What time do you get up?) and recording the times after getting the answers. Give 10 
minutes.

 All the groups do the exercise and share their views.

 Teacher helps the students while framing the questions.

 Then ask the students to write a paragraph as before, e.g., Rita gets up at —————. Give 10 minutes.

Session 2:

Name of Activity- Reading 

Learning Outcome- Student will read words in English from different texts. 

Duration-15 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet- 33, pen/pencil, flash cards.

Method-

 Teacher will go through the phonic sounds as well as sight words again in 2 minutes:

a says @, b says - a, c says –K, d says –Wÿ, e says –G, f says –`, g says –M, h says –j, i says –A, j says R, k says –K, l 
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says –k/f, m says –c, n says –Y, o says –I, p says –_, q says –K r says –e , s says – i, t says –U, u says –@, v says 
–b, w says –Iß, x says –Ä, y says –d, z says —R/~.

 Teacher should select 5-7 paragraphs from classes 4-5 English textbooks and bring it to class.

 Form groups of 2-3 students. (as per feasibility)

 Each group should get a paragraph/chapter from the textbook of English.

 Give the following instructions.

 Remember the sight words we have learnt. Also remember the phonics.

 Open the material you have. Read it together and decide what is the main idea of the passage. 

 Make a list of the words you can read, find out 5 new words which you cannot read. Give them 10 minutes. Teacher should 
move around in the class and help the students.

 Complete the Worksheet-32. Give 10 minutes time. 

 Each group will share the main idea. Allow for discussion with other groups. They may agree or ask questions. 10 minutes. 
Students can complete the Worksheet as homework.
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Day 18

Session 1:

Name of Activity- Speaking 

Learning Outcome- Student will engage in a Question and Answer session in English. 

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Pen Worksheet-34 /pencil, flash cards.

Method-

 This game works especially with adult students who are reluctant to speak about personal issues. 

 Prepare three cards (a green, a yellow, and a red one) with six questions each. The questions on the green card are easy 
and not personal, and the ones on the red card are more difficult and personal. Each student throws a dice twice. The first 
time is to decide upon the colour of the card (1 or 2 = green card; 3 or 4 = yellow card average and passage; 5 or 6 = red 
card) and the second time is to choose the question.

Green Card Questions:

Who is in your family?

What do you like about yourself?

Yellow Card Questions

What would you like to do when you grow up?

What makes you sad?

Red Card Questions:

What is the one thing in the world you would like to change?

What is your biggest weakness? 

 Let students play the game in pairs. The teacher should move around and ensure everyone is engaged and speaking 
in English. Solve their quereis.

Session 2: 

Name of Activity- Writing a paragraph

Learning Outcome- Students will write a simple essay of 15-20 sentences on a given topic.

Duration- 30 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-34, pen/pencil

Method-

 Teacher: We are coming close to the end of our Foundation Course. We have learnt many things during this time. Today 
and for the next two days we are going to sum up a lot of our learning.
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 Teacher: Let us make groups of 4 students. We will be writing a short paragraph on a topic today.

 Teacher should divide the groups and give each group one of the topics, like why is cleanliness important for me? One 
thing I want to change about the world, if there was no sunlight, etc.

 Teacher: When you get the topic the first thing you will do is, write the topic in the center of your Worksheet-34 Teacher: 
each of you now think of words related Zûjû \ßûeû i´§òZ to that topic. 

 Next I will use the following:

 Why of the topic: why is this important? why is this important to me? 

 what would happen if it is not there/done?

 What about the topic: what are the things and people involved?

 Where of the topic: locations, places

 How of the topic: how will I/someone do this?

Ideas generation:

Idea 1 Supporting details: 

Idea 2 Supporting details:

 Teacher: in your small groups do this discussion for your topic and complete the Worksheet-33. Give them 15 -20 
minutes to complete.

 Ask Students to work on Worksheet-34 in the same way as they did in Worksheet-31.
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Supported Learning Phase
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Keò_ûeòùa ~ûjû SHB Kò´û THB ùe ^ûjó û
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Introduction

The English Teacher Handbook has been developed to support teachers deliver classes during Utkarsh. The second part of the 
handbook details out the activities to be transacted during second phase of Utkarsh i.e. Supported Learning Phase (SLP). The 
activities have been finalised based on competencies and concepts prioritised for SLP. The Teacher Handbook is accompanied by a 
Student Workbook that has corresponding exercises to the lessons in the Teacher handbook. Teachers will ensure that worksheets 
referred to as part of a particular activity is completed in the classroom so that students are able to practice the concepts learnt in 
the class.

Content and Process

During the SLP phase, the approach used in Foundation camp is continued, slowly shifting the emphasis from simple exposure to 
acquisition. 

This teacher guide has been developed to support the students in English learning during SLP. SLP will be organised for 45 days 
and the focus will be to work with students below Level 3 (Class 8). It is expected that teachers will ensure that students are 
completing the worksheets according to activities given in teacher’s guide. 

Some facts to keep in mind while teaching English during the Supported Learning Phase and Consolidation Camp

 English is our second language. The knowledge of second language (English) is important in present scenario. It supports 
us to be more confident while communicating with others. The use of more languages makes a person more expressive

 It is important that students can attain the skills of Reading and Writing. They could understand the facts and emotions, 
understand the thoughts and enjoy the reading. 

 Since the focus is on acquisition, The students should be given sufficient time to practice along with attaining the skills of 
Reading and Writing

 There should be opportunities for active participation of students and teachers and discussions among them

 The class activities should provide the opportunities of thinking, imagination and expression along with create curiosity 
among students 

 Opportunities to work individually and in small groups should be provided to students apart from collective discussions 
for development of listening and speaking skills

 The activities of all four skills, Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing develop together but the focus should be more 
on skills of Reading and Writing as these are students of secondary school level. 
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Schedule for Supported Learning Phase (SLP)

Day Competency Activity Description Worksheet 
Number

Learning 
Outcomes*

Time

1 Speaking Through interviews and presentation students will 
gain fluency in speaking. 

1 EN601
EN701
EN806
EN801

45 mins

2 Reading- vocabulary Through crossword puzzles students will develop 
vocabulary.

 2 EN406
EN423
EN609

45 mins

3 Writing- correct 
spellings

Through fill in the blanks students will learn 
correct spellings of common words.

3 EN807
EN818
EN828

45 mins

4 Comprehension Students develop simple comprehension skills 
using a calendar.

4 EN605
EN701

45 mins

5 Grammar- verbs Practice the identification of verbs. 5 EN716 45 mins
6 Reading- vocabulary Through crossword puzzles students will develop 

vocabulary. 
6 EN807 45 mins

7 Speaking- daily 
conversation

Students will develop appropriate responses to 
conversation using Match the columns exercise.

7 EN601
EN802
EN704

45 mins

8 Grammar- introduction 
to verbs

Students will practice sentence making from words 
and realise the importance of verbs.

8 EN612
EN716

45 mins

9 Writing Students will practice forming a paragraph and 
write a paragraph from personal experience.

9 EN610
EN615
EN719

45 mins

10 Comprehension Students will practice recall of factual data level 
simple comprehension skills.

10 EN508
EN709
EN713

30 mins

11 Grammar- prepositions Using pictures and group discussion students will 
learn prepositions.

11 EN419 45 mins

12 Reading – vocabulary 
enrichment

Students will enhance their vocabulary using 
games.

12 EN609
EN807

45 mins

13 Grammar- Prepositions Student will practice use of prepositions using real 
life objects.

13 EN412 45 mins

14 Writing- picture 
description

Student will describe a picture using support and 
then own words

14 EN613 45 mins

15 Comprehension Students will recall factual details and draw 
inferences from a simple comprehension passage.

15 EN813
EN709
EN828

45 mins

16 Vocabulary Using games student to understand and practice 
synonyms and antonyms.

16 EN608 45 mins

17 Grammar Teacher will explain tenses in English. Students 
will practice their use in sentences.

17 EN612
EN617

45 mins

18 Writing Students will learn strategies to write effective 
essays and practice writing.

18 EN719
EN821

45 mins
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Day Competency Activity Description Worksheet 
Number

Learning 
Outcomes*

Time

19 Grammar Teacher will explain tenses in English. Students 
will practice their use in sentences. 

19 EN820
EN716

45 mins

20 Vocabulary Using games student to understand and practice 
synonyms and antonyms from textbook reading.

20 EN608 45 mins

21 Comprehension Students will become familiar with comprehension 
strategies including character analysis, plot 
analysis.

21 EN709
EN813
EN823

45 mins

22 Writing using a picture Student will describe a picture using support and 
then own words.

22 45 mins

23 Grammar- progressive 
tenses

Students will learn about progressive tenses. They 
will also learn about rules of creating progressive 
tense verbs.

23 EN820
EN716

45 mins

24 Comprehension Students will apply different comprehension 
strategies to an unseen passage.

24 EN709
EN813
EN823

45 mins

25 Writing Students will use comprehension skills and creative 
thinking and writing skills to complete a story.

25 EN724 45 mins

26 Grammar Students will learn about perfect tenses. They will 
also learn about rules of creating participle form of 
the verbs.

26 EN716 45 mins

27 Speaking Students will practice conversation in English with 
each other using conversation cards.

27 EN803
EN806

45 mins

28 Writing Students will read a series of events and learn to 
sequence them.

28 EN614
EN717

45 mins

29 Writing Students will practice sentence structure using a 
game.

29 45 mins

30 Grammar Students will learn about four different types of 
sentences in English.

30 EN716
EN612

45 mins

31  Comprehension Students will apply different comprehension 
strategies to an unseen passage.

31 EN709
EN813
EN803

45 mins

32 Speaking Students will role play a dialogue, guided by a 
handful of keywords. 

32 45 mins

33 Grammar Students will revise and practice adjectives and 
adverbs.

33 EN412
EN415
EN710
EN716

45 mins

34 Reading Student will learn and apply different 
comprehension strategies for newspaper reading.

34 45 mins

35 Writing Students will write a small essay on a topic. 35 EN719
EN821

45 mins
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Day Competency Activity Description Worksheet 
Number

Learning 
Outcomes*

Time

36 Writing- letters Student will learn the name of the parts of a 
letter, describe the parts of a letter and using the 
knowledge they have gained, write a letter to a 
friend or family member

36 EN615 45 mins

37 Comprehension Students will learn and apply different literature 
comprehension strategies to a text passage.

37 EN815
EN814

45 mins

38 Comprehension Student will learn and apply different 
comprehension strategies for newspaper reading.

38 EN812
EN813
EN823

45 mins

39 Grammar Students will learn to divide the sentence into 
subject and predicate

39 EN612 45 mins

40 Writing Students will describe pictures and use them to 
write a story.

40 EN719
EN824

45 mins

41 Grammar Students will learn about four different types of 
sentences in English.

41 EN612
EN716

45 mins

42 Listening Students will follow instructions in English to draw 
a picture.

42 EN604
EN705

45 mins

43 Writing Students will practice writing essay. 43 EN821
EN824

45 mins

44 Comprehension Students will apply all the comprehension 
strategies learnt to an unseen passage.

44 EN607
EN709

45 mins

45 SLP Assessment Sample Student Assessment to be onducted after 
SLP, refer to SHB

60 mins

*For details refer to page no. 106 to 108
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Day 1

Name of Activity- Speaking- Interview and presentation

Learning Outcome- Student will interview each other and present their findings in class in English. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-1

Method-

Note for teacher: The basis of journalist interview is for students to interview one another in pairs and present their findings. It can 
be used for groups at all skill levels from beginning to advance, as long as you tailor it to their levels.

Beginners may do a simple version, asking their partners about their family structure, favourite colours and foods, pets and 
hobbies. Students may ask about childhood and other experiences. ù~_eò ùMûUòG iû´û\òK

 Teacher: Children, to you know what a journalist does? ùMûUòG iû´û\òK They interview people to find out something 
new about them. Today you are going to be journalist.

 Teacher: First take 5 minutes to decide what you want to ask. Next 5 minutes to write down those questions in 
Worksheet-1. _â[ùc bûaò ^ò@«ê Zû _ùe ùfLô ^ò@«ê û

 Teacher: Correct your questions in groups. (Teacher may also help.)

 Teacher: Next find your partner. Allow students 15 minutes to complete interviewing each other.

 Teacher will demonstrate on interview for students.

 After the interviews are over, form groups of 6. Each student will present their interview about their partner to the group. 
If the class strength is 25-30 then the presentation can be to the whole class. Otherwise student will present in their groups. 
Teacher will observe and gives positive feedback.
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Day 2

Name of Activity- Reading – Vocabulary development

Learning Outcome- Student will develop vocabulary through games. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required: Worksheet-2

Method- 

 Teacher: Now you know many words in English this means your vocabulary has improved. Vocabulary means  g± 
i¸ûe

 Teacher: Today we are going to do two activities to revise and increase our vocabulary.

 Teacher: Open your Workbook Worksheet-2. Complete the crossword puzzle. Give students 10 minutes to complete the 
crossword and make sentences for five of the words. 

 Teacher: We are going to play another game.

 Split the class into two teams and give each team a coloured marker.

 If you have a very large class, it may be better to split the students into teams of 3 or 4.

 Draw a line down the middle of the board and write a topic at the top.

 The students must then write as many words as you require related to the topic in the form of a relay race. Teacher: cêñ 
@û_Yuê ùMûUòG topic KjêQò @û_Yu teameê RùY RùY student GVûKê @ûiòùa I ùijò topic e 
i´§òZ g± ùfLôùa, ù~_eòKò topic ùjCQò school family, trees, our village, 

 Each team wins one point for each correct word. Any words that are unreadable or misspelled are not counted. This can be 
continued for 20-25 minutes.
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Day 3

Name of Activity- Writing – learning spellings

Learning Outcome- Student will write correct spellings using phonics. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-3, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 Teacher: Now We will revise all sounds. Revise all alphabet.

a says @, b says - a, c says –K, d says –Wÿ, e says –G, f says –`, g says –M, h says –j, i says –A, j says R, k says –K, 
l says –k, m says –c, n says –^, o says –I, p says –_, q says –K r says –e , s says – i, t says –U, u says –@, v says 
–b, w says –Iß, x says –Ä, y says –d, z says —S/~.

• Introduce the spelling rule or pattern of the week

“Rain is an ai word because it's spelled r-a-i-n.”

Write the words on the board as they come up with them, or have them write them on their own lap sized whiteboards if you have 
them.

• Words that contain the long “a” sound: a – ai – ay—train, brain, nail, etc

Similarly, other sounds can be introduced such as oo, ee,ou etc

• Teacher: You will now complete your Worksheet 3 in the Workbook. Think hard, think of all the words you know 
and complete it. Give students 10-15 minutes to complete the worksheet. 

• Teacher: we are now going to get into groups of 4-5. Each group can select 2 words from the Task 1 and 3 words 
from Task 2 and make sentences using these words. Give students 10 minutes for this.

• Students share their sentences.

Worksheet 3: Task 1

• Use suitable vowels to fill in the blanks:

park, nail, coat, boat, sail, moon, kill, vowel, teacher, sell

train, sound, night, clerk, dream, time, break, crown, madam, table, english

Worksheet 3 : Task 2

vegetable, sight, sunshine, crocodile, interesting, rainbow, put, slide, time, taste, person, treasure, important, timber, housewife, 
dark, tell, domestic, entertainment, draw
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Day 4

Name of Activity- Comprehension – Calendar Activity

Learning Outcome- Students will be able to read authentic materials, speak and write with understanding. Get acquainted with 
time, date, month, etc. from a calendar of July 2020.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-4, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 Teacher: Today we will learn how to read a calendar and then how we can write a small paragraph on it.

 Teacher makes four groups.

 For the Worksheet-4, give each group a different month of the calendar. 

 Ask students to complete the Worksheet-4. A few students present their write up to the class. Clarify words like tomorrow, 
day after tomorrow, yesterday, day before yesterday, previous, next etc.
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Day 5

Name of Activity- Grammar – Introduction to verbs

Learning Outcome- Students will be able to define, identify different types of verbs and demonstrate correct usage of different verbs.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-5, pens, blackboard

Method-

 Teacher should write the following sentences on the blackboard.

 Teachers: Write these sentences on the board, and then have the students try to figure out the action 
words. Gcû^u c¤eê ùKCñMêWÿòK Kòâdû_\ @ùU û 

 Examples

1. Kavita smiled at the teacher.

2. Sameer listens to the teacher.

3. Maria was lost in the forest.

4. Tara plays football.

 Ask students to find out the action words in the examples cited (smile, listen, play and lost.)

 Teacher to explain that action words are called verbs in English ù~_eò in Odia it is Kòâdû_\ û

 Ask students to write a sentence in their Worksheet-5 and underline the verbs.

 Ask some students to share their sentences in class.

 Teacher: A verb is an action word. A verb tells what the subject does, is, or what happens to it. (Ask: what is the subject 
doing? Answer: a verb.)

 Many sentences have more than one verb. Can you find three verbs in this sentence?

Karan runs with the football and shouts to his teammates while he plays outside.

 Allow students 20-25 minutes to complete the Worksheet-5.
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Day 6

Name of Activity- Reading – Simple Words

Learning Outcome- Students will increase their vocabulary through crossword puzzles.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-6, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 Teacher: Today we are going to solve many crossword puzzles and develop vocabulary for ourselves.

 Give them 25 minutes to complete Worksheet-6.

 Teacher must move around the class to help students who may not be aware of the words or their spellings.

 Once the students have completed they can make sentences using these words and share it with the class.
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Day 7

Name of Activity- Speaking – Daily Conversations

Learning Outcome- Students will be able to identify different types of responses in daily conversations and practice the same.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-7, pens, blackboard

Method-

 Teacher: In our daily life we use English for different purposes like seeking permission, requesting, making excuses, 
etc. Read the situations given in Column-A & match them with the right expressions from Column-B. One has been done 
for you. @û_Y RûYòQ«ò Kò @ûce ù\÷^¦ò^ Rúa^ùe @ûùc Englsih e _âùdûM bò^Ü bò^Ü KûeY 
_ûAñ Keò[ûC û ù~_eòKò K[ûaû©ðû Keòaû _ûAñ, @^êcZò cûMòaû _ûAñ, PûKòeú Keòaû _ûAñ û

Column-A

1. You are late for class. Your teacher is in.

2. The teacher called your roll.

3. Somebody thanked you.

4. Somebody offers you a chocolate. You don’t want to take it.

5. You want to use someone’s pen.

6. He gave you his pen to use.

7. You don’t know where the railway station is?

8. Someone said something to you but you couldn’t hear.

Column-B

a. May I use your pen, please?

b. Excuse me, could you tell me the way to railway station?

c. May I come in, sir?

d. Thank you.

e. No thanks.

f. Yes, sir.

g. Pardon, will you please repeat that?

h. Sorry sir, I am late.

i. You are welcome.

 Ask students to speak out the lines and responses. Let the students do this repeatedly in15 minutes.

 Let them complete Worksheet-7 in15 minutes.
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Day 8

Name of Activity- Grammar – Introduction to verbs

Learning Outcome- Students will be able to define and identify different types of verbs, demonstrate correct usage of different verbs, 
including past and present tense verbs and helping verbs.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-8, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 Teacher divides the class into groups, allocates each group a space on the blackboard and have a piece of chalk prepared 
for each space. 

 Teacher mentions only 2/3 words (time, gender, activity) - i.e girl, basketball, yesterday then shout ‘Go’! Then one student 
from each group has to run to the board and in their allocated space write the sentence “She played basketball yesterday”, 
or whatever sentence is correct for the three words you mentioned. Give 15 minutes.

 The rules are that each person in the team must have a turn and you are not allowed to write the answers on a piece of paper 
and then copy it onto the board. Instead, you can have helpers.

 Words to be given to the teams: 

Boy, books today.

Lion, deer, yesterday.

Woman, dinner, tomorrow.

Girls, cricket, today.

Father, office, everyday.

 Let students complete Worksheet-8 and Task 1. Give 15 minutes.

 Teacher: Verbs are mainly of two types. English ùe Kòâdû _\ \êA type @ùU û  
(1) Action verbs ù~_eò run, jump, Action verbs like what we have practiced. 
     These show an action like kick, laugh, shout.

(2) Helping verbs are verbs that come before the main verb, or the verb describing the action of the sentence. Helping verbs 
do just what they sound like - they help verbs by making them complete. More specifically, helping verbs can help a verb 
to tell us exactly when something occurred in time and refine the meaning of a sentence by setting the mood or tone.

 Before we continue with examples, here ia list of the helping verbs in the English language: Teacher writes the following 
helping verbs on the board, students got them down.

has could should does
will have had might
shall did can must
ought to would might do
am is are was
were be being been

 As mentioned before, it’s a good idea to memorise the helping verbs. If you haven’t memorised them, take a few minutes 
to learn them.
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 Now complete Task-2 in Worksheet-8. Give 5-10 minutes. 

“We have eaten.” (HAVE is the helping verb, and EATEN is the main verb. They are used together to express the action.) 

“They are working.” (ARE is the helping verb, and WORKING is the main verb. They are used together to express the 
action.) 

“She has been studying all morning.” (HAS and BEEN are the helping verbs, and STUDYING is the main verb. They are 
used together to express the action.)

“You will win.” (WILL is the helping verb, and WIN is the main verb. They are used together to express the action.)
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Day 9

Name of Activity- Writing – Paragraph writing from personal experience

Learning Outcome- Students will organise sentences in a paragraph. Students will write a paragraph based on personal experience.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-9, pens, blackboard

Method-

 Divide students into small groups of 3-4.

 Teacher writes the following lines on the blackboard.

 Teacher: Students arrange the followings sentences to write a meaningful paragraph. Give 8-10 minutes. Zùk \ò@û 
~ûA[ôaû lines Kê ùMûUòG paragraph ùe eLôaûKê _Wÿòa û

 They give us fruits and nuts to eat.

 We use their wood to make furniture and buildings.

 Much of our paper is made from wood.

 Trees are very important in our lives.

 In winter we burn wood to make us warm and in summer trees give us cool shade.

(Given below is the story for the reference of the teacher.)

Trees are very important in our lives. They give us fruits and nuts to eat. We use their wood to make furniture and buildings. Much 
of our paper is made from wood. In winter we burn wood to make us warm and in summer trees give us cool shade.

Tell the students to write/narrate one incident in their life for which they are thanked/rewarded. (In case of students not 
experiencing such incident, they can imagine a situation and write the narrative.)

Gùa ùijòbkò ^òR Rúa^e ùMûUòG @^êbìZòKê ^ò@ Gaõ Zû C_ùe a‰ð^û Ke û

The following questions may help them to get ideas for forming a narrative paragraph.

 What was the occasion/time?

 Were you alone or with others?

 What happened? What were you doing?

 What did you do there?

Teacher may make beginning like;

 One day I was on my way to..............................

 One day I was busy doing....................................

 One day I was returning from............................

  Ask the students to write the answers of their own.

 Permit time for discussion with their friends and just observe how curiously they share each other’s experiences.

 Encourage them to speak in English and to help their friends write and speak correctly.
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Day 10

Name of Activity- Reading comprehension (Poem)

Learning Outcomes- Students will recall factual details from a simple comprehension passage/poem.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-10, pen/pencil

Method- 

 Teacher: Today we are going to read a poem. How will we know if we have understood them. For that we will answer some 
questions at the end of the reading.

 First you must read the poem in your worksheet carefully. Give them 2 minutes to read the poem from Worksheet-10.

 Teacher:  Are there difficult words, words which you do not understand? G_eò g± ~ûjû @û_Y aêSò _ûeê^ûjû«ò 
û Then ask me now and I will explain.

 Teacher: Now let us read it in class. Teacher can ask one student to read or she can read herself.

 Teacher explains the poem and the meaning of words to the class. Discuss the questions in class and ask the students to 
complete the Worksheet-10. Give the students 10 minutes to do this.

 Ask students to complete Task 2 in Worksheet-10. Give them 20 minutes to do this
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Day 11

Name of Activity- Grammar – Prepositions

Learning Outcome- Students will be able to use prepositions, frame questions (both yes/no questions and wh-questions).

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-11, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 The teacher will put a chalk/pen/specs on a table or a book. Then ask the question,”Where is the pen/chalk?” pen ùKCñVò 
@Qò ? The students may answer in Odia saying table/book C_ùe  -

 Teacher: very good what will you say in English? We will say, The pen is ON the table. 

 Teacher: A preposition is a word that shows a relationship between a noun (or pronoun) and some other words in the 
sentence. Prepositions can show where people or things are located. The girl walked through the door. The preposition 
through describes where the girl walked in relation to the door. My book is under the newspaper. The preposition under
describes where the book is in relation to the newspapers. Prepositions can also show time relationships. I went to the 
store before dinner. The preposition before describes the time relationship between going to the store and making dinner. 
We told them ghost stories during the night. The preposition during describes the time relationship between telling ghost 
stories and the night. Circle the preposition in each sentence.

 Divide the entire class into groups and provide each group with one picture from the following sets of pictures
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 Ask the students to frame questions about the positions of different objects in the picture and write the answers in 
Worksheet-11. Give 25 minutes

E.g., Question: Where is the bird? Answer: The bird is on the table. 
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Day 12

Name of Activity- Reading – Vocabulary enrichment

Learning Outcome- Students will increase their vocabulary through crossword puzzles.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-12, pens, blackboard

Method-

 Teacher: Today we are going to play many different games to increase our vocabulary. Let us start with different 
occupations, things or work people do. Open your Worksheet-12.

 In the extreme left column of the Grid, information is provided about what the persons do, whereas in the box their 
professions/occupations are given. (Works indicated by ticks)

 Students sitting in one group say about what a person does, while the other group say his/her occupation. Give 10 
minutes

 Finally ask them to write two sentences each to describe the person, e.g 

“Anita works in an office. She is an Official.” Give 10 minutes.

 Teacher: Now lets try another game, it is called Pictionary.

 Before the class starts, pick up a bunch of words from their textbook and put them in a bag.

 Split the class into teams of 2 and draw a line down the middle of the board.

 Give one team member from each team a pen and ask them to choose a word from the bag.

 Tell the students to draw the word as a picture on the board and encourage their team to guess the word.

 The first team to shout the correct answer gets a point.

 The student who has completed drawing will then nominate someone else to draw for their team.

 Repeat this until all the words are completed - make sure you have enough words that each student gets to draw at least 
once! Give 20 minutes
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Day 13

Name of Activity- Grammar – Prepositions

Learning Outcome- Students will be able to use prepositions. Students will be able to frame questions (both yes/no questions and 
wh-questions).

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-13, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 The purpose of this activity is for students to apply their knowledge to use prepositions in appropriate context.

 Bring any box from home. Provide pens, pencils, erasers, chalks, pins, etc.

 Revise the explanation of prepositions from Day 10.

 Have students in groups of 4-5. Each student can take turn to place any of the objects and the box (e.g., place pen inside 
the box, on the box, outside the box, near the box, under the box etc.). The student will then ask where is the pen/pencil/
eraser/pin etc.?

 Other students will answer using prepositions.

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-13. Give 10 minutes.
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Day 14

Name of Activity- Writing-Picture Description

Learning Outcome- Student will describe a picture using support and then own words.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-14, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 Ask students to open Worksheet-14 and start completing the Tasks. Let the students read and understand the 
instructions on their own or they can ask their friends.

 If the students are not able to solve any issues, the teacher will give clues to solve the issues.
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Day 15

Name of Activity- Simple comprehension

Learning Outcome- Students will recall factual details and draw inferences from a simple comprehension passage.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-15, pen/pencil

Method- 

 Teacher: Today we are going to read a passage. How will we know if we have understood it? For that we will answer some 
questions at the end of the reading.

 First you read the passage in your worksheet carefully. Give them 2 minutes to read this passage from Worksheet-15.

 Teacher: Are there difficult words, you do not understand? G_eò g± ~ûjû aêSòùjC ^ûjó
tell me now and I will explain.

 Teacher: Now let us read it in class. Teacher can ask one student to read or He/She can read the work sheet.

 Teacher explains meaning of words to the class. Ask the students to complete the Worksheet- 15. Give the students 20 
minutes to do this.
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Day 16

Name of Activity- Vocabulary

Learning Outcome- Students will learn more antonyms and synonyms

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-16, pen/pencil

Method-

 Teacher: Alright everybody, today we’re going to talk about a different kind of word pair. 

 Synonyms are word pairs that mean the same thing, like glad and happy. ù~_eò _âZòg±

 Good, Today we are going to study another kind of word pair called antonyms.
Synonyms are word pairs that have the same meanings. Antonyms are word pairs that have opposite meanings- (ù~_
eò aò_eúZ g±)
Antonyms are word pairs that have opposite meanings. 

 Now present examples. Huge and tiny have opposite in meanings and they’re two words, so they are antonyms. Another 
example of antonyms is fast and slow. They are antonyms because they’re pairs of words which have oposite in meanings. 
Are cheap and in expensive antonym? 

 Why not? Ask.

 Ask students to generate their own examples and discuss.

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-16. Give 15 minutes.
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Day 17

Name of Activity- Tenses- Introduction

Learning Outcome- Students will understand the meaning of basic tenses. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-17, pen/pencil

Method-

 Discuss what the students know about verbs, tenses and timelines. 

      What does the word ‘tense’ mean? KûkKê @ûùc Kò_eò aêSê?

 The word tense means: The forms of a verb which shows the time. The verb has basically two forms: Present and Past. But 
‘Time’ is of 3 types. Present, Past, Future.

     Before discussing the grammar points of tenses, discuss what is a timeline? 

A basic timeline is a picture representation of time.

     Draw a picture of a timeline with the past, now and future.

We can use timelines to describe events in different ways using these symbols:

1. A single event or action

2. A repeated action or habit

3. A temporary state, situa-
tion or repeated/continu-
ous action

4. A point in time

5. A period in time

 Brainstorm on other words used for past, now and future, such as: today, yesterday, tomorrow, long ago, history, old...etc. 

 What is the difference in time in these 3 sentences?

 I work in school everyday. ¼a©ðcû^ Kûk½

 I worked at school last year. ¼@ZúZ Kûk½

 I will work at school tomorrow. ¼baòh¥Z icd½

 Are there clues in these sentences for time? The verb and ‘adverb of time’ are the clues that tell you whether a sentence is 
talking about the present, past or the future times. But, an ‘adverb of time’ is not necessarily needed to identify the tense 
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of a sentence. The tense can be identified strictly by looking at the verb. In English the verb changes or the helping verb 
changes when the tense is changed. 

  Complete in-class examples using the sentence below on Raju’s activities on timelines.

 Yesterday, Raju met his friend Bob on the street, by chance. 

Put an ‘X’ to the left of ‘now’ indicating it happened in the past. Point out the ‘clue words’ in the sentence ‘yesterday’ and 
‘met’.

 Raju gets up at 7 o’clock every day.

Put multiple ‘X’s’ to indicate this is a habitual and repeated action with the assumption it has happened in the past, 
happened today and will also probably happen in the future.

 Raju went to Kanpur yesterday.

Put one ‘X’ to the left of ‘Now’ to indicate that this action is completed.

 Yesterday when Raju was walking home, he slipped on the sidewalk.

 Put a wavy line to indicate the progress of one action (different than repeated completed actions seen in 2.) and an ‘X’ to 
show a completed single action.

 Raju will begin art class next year.

Put one ‘X’ to the right of ‘Now’ to indicate that this action is yet to happen in the future.

Examples:

 I completed my 10th standard in June. 

Timeline: Put one ‘X’ to the left of ‘Now’ with the words ‘completed in June’.

 I am learning English in School.
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Timeline: Put a wavy line for past to future, since this is something you have done in the past, are doing now and will 
continue in the future.

 We went to Kanpur in July for a retreat.

Timeline: Put one ‘X’ to the left of ‘Now’ with the words ‘

 Ask students to complete Worksheet 17. Then ask them to write simple sentences about their past, present and future 
about a single specific topic

Organise ideas into a clustering diagram based on a specific/limited topic.

Method- 

 Ask the class a number of questions about the importance, usefulness and skills involved in writing. Spend time sharing 
ideas and experiences with writing in personal, school and professional domains.

Ask students to share concerns, thoughts and fears they have about writing so as to better understand the personal obstacles many 
may be facing. Explain that 
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Day 18

Name of Activity- Writing- Essays

Learning Outcome- Students will list the 5 basic steps of the writing process

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-18, pen/pencil

Use brainstorming and free-writing to generate a topic to write about

 Make a descriptive list of words and phrases. This writing unit will require a lot of dedication and commitment. Students 
will be doing a lot of peer editing, which is an even larger responsibility. Discuss how peer editing can help his/her own 
writing skills.

Steps of the Writing Process -

Brainstorming / Free-Writing - Generate ideas to find a topic to write about and/or brainstorm on a specific topic 
by exploring all sensory details of sight, touch, taste, smell and hearing.

Organising & Outline - Arrange ideas in an order that makes sense and add any additional information, examples 
or supporting details as needed.

Drafting- Get ideas down on paper in a variety of sentence structures and in specific, colourful language. As you 
write, consider whether details need to be added or cut.

Evaluate / Revise / Edit- Look carefully to see what is good and what needs improvement by evaluating first, 
making improvements, suggestions through revision and finally proofreading for grammar and punctuation.

Publishing and Sharing a Final Draft - Write the good copy in clear handwriting to share with other people.

 Ask students to write a paragraph/essay on the topic using all the steps in Worksheet- 18. Give 20 minutes 
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Day 19

Name of Activity- Tenses- simple 

Learning Outcome- Students will identify various types of verbs and tenses they will also be able to distinguish between action, 
linking, main and helping verbs.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-19, pen/pencil

Method- 

1. General Knowledge: Verbs Write these 4 questions on the board and ask students to work in groups for a few minutes to 
answer and generate examples. 

 Can you have a sentence without a verb?   No

 What are action verbs?    Show physical or mental action

 Are there any other types of verbs?   Yes, linking, main and auxiliary verbs

 How many tenses are there in English?   2 (two)

Discuss the answers and ask the students to think more about what they have already knows about verbs and their uses. 

Ask students to refer to the Table 1 in Worksheet-19 to introduce and explain the categories of verbs. Use the examples from this 
chart or generated examples from real classroom room situations.
Categories of verbs Function Examples
Action Verb Expresses a physical or mental ac-

tion
answer, beg, clap, drag, earn, fetch, gaze, hang, ignore, jump, 
knit, lick, measure, nail, offer, pack, question, run, skip, tug, 
unlock, visit, wink, yawn, zip...etc.

Linking Verb Shows state 

Does NOT show action

Shows state of being: be (am, are, is)

Shows thought: know, believe... etc.

Shows possession: own, want... etc.

Shows emotion: love, hate, need... etc.

Categories of verbs Function Examples
Main Verbs

(part of a verb phrase)

Expresses the main action or state, 
and changes according to the tense

I am running.

I have dreamt of you.

Do you like cookies? I do like cookies.
Auxiliary Verbs

(part of a verb phrase)

Used together with main verbs to 
give additional information.

be (makes the continuous tense): I am running.

have (makes the perfect tense): I have dreamt of you.

do (makes questions & gives emphasis): 

Do you like cookies? I do like cookies.

 Teacher: We are aware of the two basic tenses: Past and Present.
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 See your table 2 to understand and revise their uses.

Simple Past

‘Clues and Cues’

Simple Present

‘Clues and Cues’

Simple Future time

‘Clues and Cues’

Used to describe:

 Completed events

Used to describe:

 Daily events

 Routines

 Habits

 Weather

 Repeated events

Used to describe:

 Plan for future

 Prediction for future

 Single event OR repeated 
event

 An event completed at a 
certain point or points (no 
‘-ing’)

Form:

Subject + main verb 

(plus other patterns)

Form:

Subject + main verb

Form:

Subject + helping verb + main verb

Main verbs:

Add ‘-ed’, ‘-d’ or ‘-ied’

(or change only a part of word 
–ran, sang, thought... etc.)

Main verbs:

Add ‘nothing’, ‘-s’, ‘-es’ or ‘-ies’

Main verb:

In base form 

To be, to do, to have:

was, wasn’t; were, weren’t

did, didn’t

had, hadn’t

To be, to do, to have:

am, am not; is, isn’t; are, aren’t

do, don’t; does, doesn’t

have, haven’t; has, hasn’t

Auxiliary verbs:

will, shall, can may like verbs

Timelines:

1 ‘X’ to the left of now

Timeline:

Either multiple ‘X’s’ from past to future

OR

1 ‘X’ at now

Timeline:

1 ‘X’ to the right of now. 

 Teacher: We know the form of the verb changes when we use it for a tense. For past tense most verbs we add ed, but there 
are irregular verbs such as eat will become ate and not eated etc.

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-19. Give 10-15 minutes.
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Day 20

Name of Activity- Vocabulary

Learning Outcome- Students will learn more antonyms and synonyms

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-20, pen/pencil

Method-

 Teacher can use textbook or any other book that the students will have. Select a page and a paragraph from the text.

 Ask students to open that paragraph.

 The teacher says a new word, in situation or context.

 Students restate or explain the new word in their own words (verbally and/or in writing).

 Ask students to create a non-linguistic representation of the word (a picture, or symbolic representation).

 Students engage in activities to deepen their knowledge of the new word (compare words, classify terms)

 Students discuss the new word (pair-share, elbow partners).

 Students periodically make sentences to review new vocabulary.

 Ask students to write the words in Worksheet-20.
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Day 21

Name of Activity- Reading Comprehension

Learning Outcome- Student will learn and apply different comprehension strategies.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-21, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 Teacher: Analysing literature. Kind of scary, right? It doesn’t have to be. In fact, you’re probably a pro at analysis already 
- you’re analysing text all of the time: when you read a newspaper article, dissect a cooking recipe, and even when you 
follow driving directions.

In order to get from point A to point B in your car, for example, you need to understand the map, the written directions 
as a whole, as well as all of the individual parts or turns. It often helps you to figure out which areas might trip you up and 
from what direction of town you should approach your destination. That’s all analysis is.

 Analysing literature is much like reading directions. First, you tackle literature by reading it once for comprehension.

 Does it make sense as a whole?

 Do you understand the events that lead from the beginning to the middle and to the end - the basic plot?

 Are there important parts of the puzzle that you need to recognise?

 You know what comprehension means. You read a literary work once to figure out how all of the basic parts fit together as 
a story. Essentially, it’s the basic understanding of:

 Setting

 Characters

 Plot (to the extent that they are revealed)

 You think you can do this? Let’s practice. For this exercise, we are going to keep things simple with a short version of 
everyone’s favourite, ‘The Tortoise and The Hare’:

The Tortoise and the Hare

The  hare was once boasting of his speed before the other animals. ‘I have never yet been beaten,’ said he, ‘when I put forth my full 
speed. I challenge anyone here to race with me.’

The tortoise said quietly, ‘I accept your challenge.’

‘That is a good joke,’ said the hare. ‘I could dance around you all the way.’

‘Keep your boasting until you’ve beaten,’ answered the tortoise. ‘Shall we race?’

So  a course was fixed and a start was made. The hare darted almost out of sight at once, but soon stopped, and, to show his 
contempt for the tortoise, lay down to have a nap. The tortoise plodded on and plodded on, and when the hare awoke from his 
nap, he saw the tortoise nearing the finish line, and he could not catch up in time to save the race.
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Plodding wins the race.

So, these initial steps should already be somewhat familiar to you.

Step One - Setting Comprehension
Is the setting clear in this one? Hmm. It doesn’t give a specific location or a time period, so this isn’t initially clear. ‘No basic 
setting.’

Step Two - Character Comprehension
That’s easy. ‘The Hare’ and ‘The Tortoise.’

Step Three - Plot Comprehension
You can do this. Easy. ‘The fast hare challenges other animals to a race. The slow and steady tortoise accepts the challenge. The 
hare, who is confident in his abilities, decides to take a nap on the course. As a result, he loses.’

Nice work. Now, on to interpretation.

Interpreting a literary work is the point at which you begin to fill in the pieces of the story a bit more. You explore setting, 
characters, and plot more deeply while giving consideration to author’s style and language. Let’s start with setting again. Look back 
at the story again for a minute.

Step Four-- Setting Analysis
Okay, since nothing is explicitly stated, can we gather any more information about setting? May be information that is implied? 
The story does hint at a social context - ‘the animal world’ - which you could argue is a contributor to the setting here. Okay, that’s 
something we can gather that is implied.

Step Five - Character Analysis
What more can we say about the tortoise and the hare? In what ways can we really bring them to life in our mind? Well, we know 
‘the hare is a braggart with confidence in his abilities to move quickly.’ We know ‘the tortoise is quiet and predictably slower than 
the hare.’ Here, we basically fill in more details about the characters.

Step Six - Plot Analysis
What more can we say about the plot? Well, we can figure out the essential elements of the plot of this story. The quiet, slow, and 
steady tortoise won.

AS this is discussed let students complete Worksheet-21.
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Day 22

Name of Activity- Writing-Picture Description

Learning Outcome- Student will describe a picture using support and then with their own words.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-22, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 Teacher divides the class into groups and gives each group one of the topics, like why cleanliness is important for me? One 
thing I want to change about the world, If there was no sunlight, etc.

 Teacher: When you get the topic the first thing you will do is, write the topic in the centre of your Worksheet 22.

 Teacher: Each of you now think of words related Zûjû ijòZ i´§òZ to that topic. 

 Next, I will use the following:

   Why of the topic: Why is this important, why is it important to me? What would happen if it is not there/done?

   What about the topic: what the things, people involved

   Where of the topic: locations, places

   How of the topic: how will I/someone do this?

 Teacher: In your small groups, do this discussion for your topic and complete the Worksheet-22. Give them 15 -20 
minutes to complete.
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Day 23

Name of Activity- Tenses- Continuous or progressive 

Learning Outcomes- Students will be able to use present progressive tense in positive and negative statements and questions

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-23, pen/pencil

Make a clear timeline of present continuous tense

Method-

 Write ‘-ing’ on the board with a circle around it and ask students what they know about the –ing ending. Elicit a model 
sentence using an interesting verb and ask students to picture the timeline in their minds, e.g. A dog is wandering through 
the park. Ask them if they can remember the symbol used when you are talking about: a temporary state, situation or 
repeated/continuous action. Ask students to guess the tense for today if not already revealed.

 Write the sentences below on the board, but leave out the main verb and put a blank. Ask the students to fill in the blanks 
and think of the verb phrase pattern for making the present continuous tense.

 Murli is learning how to drive. 

 I am living with my sister until I find an apartment. 

 We are waiting outside the cinema to buy tickets.

 The present continuous is always a verb phrase (helping verb + main verb). The ‘to be’ verb is used as a ‘helping verb’ in 
this tense, since the main –ing verb cannot stand alone in a sentence. 

 Subject Helping verb — Main verb

+
I am  speaking to you
You, We, They are reading a book.
He, She, It  is  staying in Mumbai.

-
I am Not speaking to you.
You, We, They are Not reading a book.
He, She, It is Not staying in Mumbai.

?

Helping verb Subject Main verb Object
Am I making a decision?
Are you, they, we  reading a book?
Is he, she, it staying in Mumbai?

 Use the past continuous form of a verb when you want to talk about a long action that carried on in the past. The past 
continuous is often used to describe what people were doing when something else happened.

 Underline the past continuous tense in the examples below:

 Was your brother swimming yesterday?

 Yes, my brother was swimming yesterday.

 Were you sleeping when I called last night?

  No, I was not sleeping when you called last night.
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Subject Helping verb — Main verb

+
You, We, They Were reading a book.
I, He, She, It  Was  staying in Mumbai.

-
You, We, They Were Not reading a book.
I, He, She, It Was Not staying in Mumbai.

?
Helping verb Subject Main verb Object

Were you, we, they  reading a book?
Was I, he, she, it staying in Mumbai?

 Underline the simple past and circle the past continuous verbs in the examples below. Think: Which actions are ‘long’ in 
duration and which are ‘short’ in duration in each set?

 What were you doing when he arrived? 

 When he arrived, I was studying.

 What did you do while I was sleeping?

 While you were sleeping, I cooked dinner.

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-23.
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Day 24

Name of Activity- Comprehension –Unseen passage

Learning Outcome- Student will learn and apply different comprehension strategies.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-24, pens, blackboard

Method-

 Teacher reads the paragraph aloud for two times.

 S/he asks students to read the paragraphs silently.

 S/he instructs them to answer the comprehension questions orally.

 S/he asks them to write the answers to the comprehension questions.

 S/he evaluates the scripts of the students and provides positive feedback.
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Day 25

Name of Activity- Writing

Learning Outcomes- Students will use comprehension skills and creative thinking and writing skills to complete a story. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet- 25, pen/pencil

Method- 

 Teacher: we have heard many stories. Can any one tell me one simple story? let us say a story about rabbit and a tortoise. 
Let one student narrate the story.

 Teacher: Now in your groups discuss and create a new ending for this story. Let them share once group discussions are 
over. Give10-15 minutes.

 Very good. Now you have to think and do the same thing for another story.

 Ask students to read and complete Worksheet-25. Help them with difficult words. Encourage students to use antonyms 
and synonyms.
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Day 26

Name of Activity- Tenses- perfect

Learning Outcomes- Students will understand the meaning of perfect tenses. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-26, pen/pencil

Method- 

 Teacher asks the students to fill in the blanks with the right forms of verbs.

 S/he asks the students to identify the tense i.e. Present or Past and fill in the blanks (Present/Past)

 S/he says the forms of the verbs to the whole class.

 Ask students the following questions.

What have you brought for lunch?

Do you have a headache?

Where has ______ gone?

If we talk about a period of time that continues from the past until now, we use the present perfect tense. How is this represented 
on a timeline? Ask a student to draw a timeline on the board. Then discuss that a series of X’s are used to indicate an action has 
happened in the past, and has a result now.

Past—x—x—x—x—x—x——NOW——---------——>Future

 In the present perfect aspect of time, we start from the past and up until the moment now. The past leading up to the 
present moment. In other words the speaker is concerned with the period of time before and ending at point now. The 
tense can be identified strictly by looking at the verb. 

a) Tom is looking for his keys. He can’t find it. He has lost his keys. (He lost it and he still has not got it.

Put an ‘X’ to the left of ‘now’ indicating it happened in the past. Continue the ‘X’ till the point ‘Now”, to indicate he still does 
not have them.

 As we see the form of the verb used for perfect tenses is called participle form and is often different from present and past 
forms.

Subject Present Participle Verb

I / We / You / They Have read  liked  worked  lived   watched    flown   

He / She / It Has read liked worked lived  watched  flown 

 The past perfect simple tense is used to go further back in time when we are already talking about the past. It can make it 
clear that something had already happened at the time we are talking about.
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Past Perfect Simple Timeline

We form the past perfect simple by using the auxiliary verb had and the -end form of the regular verb (the past participle) 
irregular verb forms have to be learned:

For example:

“I had already done the shopping by the time she came home.”

“I was late for work, by the time I arrived the client had already left.”

 Ask students to complete Worksheet 26.
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Day 27

Name of Activity- Speaking- Conversation Cards

Learning Outcomes- Students will practice conversation in English with each other. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-27, pen/pencil

Method- 

 Ask students to get up and form two circles.

 Ask them to open Worksheet-27.

 Use these cards to practice conversations using the synonyms for the key words in the card. Key words are underlined.

 Make sure students answer in complete sentences.

 Let students create their own conversation cards in the blank spaces.
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Day 28

Name of Activity- Sequencing

Learning Outcomes- Students will practice sequencing of events. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet- 28, pen/pencil

Method-

 Many things in our lives follow a certain order. This means that things happen in steps or stages, where one thing 
follows another. This is called a ‘sequence’. Some things happen in cycles, e.g. a seed becomes a plant or tree, the plant 
gets flowers, the flowers die and seeds are produced again. We could show the process in a diagram like this. Make 
groups of 4 each.

 Can you describe the water cycle using a diagram like the one above? 

 Can you think of two more processes, which happen in cycles? You can look up your science textbooks for ideas. 
Why don’t you draw diagrams like the one above to describe the processes?

 Now that you have described some processes that happen in cycles, let us look at another way in which things 
happen. Sometimes things happen one after the other in a line or chain. Or you have to do things in a certain order. 
For example, when you make a glass of nimbu pani these are the steps to follow: take a glass of water, add sugar and 
lime juice to it and stir it till the sugar dissolves. Every step has to follow the one before. 

 Students to refer to Worksheet-28. Give them 15 minutes to complete.

Now let us look at some stories from your textbooks. Stories and actions in stories also have a sequence. Discuss some stories from 
the textbooks.
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Day 29

Sentence Structure

Learning Outcomes- Students will practice structuring sentences. 

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-29, pen/pencil

Method- 

 Divide the class into groups of 5.

 From the grade 7 and 8 English textbooks, write out a number of sentences, using different colours for each sentence. 
Suggested 3-5 sentences for each team. Select some important sentences from texts of class VII and VIII.

 Cut up the sentences so you have a handful of words.

 Put each sentence into hats, cups or any objects you can find, keeping each separate.

 Groups must now put their sentences in the correct order.

 The winning team is the first team to have all sentences correctly ordered. Give 15 minutes.

 Let students write the sentences in Worksheet-29. Give 10 minutes.

 Play a second game with the students.

 Before the class starts, prepare a bunch of words and put them in a bag.

 Split the class into 2 or 4 teams and draw a line down the middle of the board.

 Give one team member from each team a pen and ask them to choose a word from the bag.

 Tell the students to draw the word as a picture on the board and encourage their team to guess the word.

 The first team to say the correct answer gets a point.

 The student who has completed drawing should then nominate someone else to draw for their team.

 Repeat this until all the words are gone - make sure you have enough words that each student gets to draw at least 
once!
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Day 30

Name of Activity- Types of Sentences

Learning Outcomes- Students will define a simple sentence using the 3-point checklist. Define the 4 types of sentences. Recognise, 
write, and punctuate the 4 types of sentences. Change any one-sentence type into the other three

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-30, pen/pencil

Method- 

1. Write these 4 sentences on the board and ask students to think about how they are similar and different.

 This is a complete sentence.

 Is this a complete sentence?

 What a complete sentence!

 This is a complete sentence.

2. First, list all of the similarities among these sentences. The similarities become the 3 main qualities of a complete sentence:

a. It must have a subject.

b. It must have a verb.

c. It must express a complete thought.

A sentence is a group of words including a subject and verb that expresses a complete thought.

 Second, describe the differences among the sentences. Though they are “about” the same idea, they are different because 
they have different functions. Present the following notes on the four types of sentences:

 Declarative sentences make a statement or state a fact, and end with a full stop.

 Interrogative sentences ask a question and end with a question mark.

 Imperative sentences give an order or make a request, and end with a full stop.

 Imperative sentences may end with a period or an exclamation mark (if the command shows strong feeling).

 E.g. Don’t drink that! (said with strong emotion so it ends with an exclamation mark).

 Sometimes, the subject is “understood,” as in a command: “[You] go next door and get a cup of sugar.” That probably means 
that the shortest possible complete sentence is something like “Go!”

 Exclamatory sentences express strong feelings or sudden emotions, and end with an exclamation mark.

 There’s a fire in the kitchen!

 Here is an example:

 Declarative: “Tom goes to school.” 

 Interrogative: “Does Tom go to school?”

 Imperative: “Go to school, Tom”
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 Exclamatory: “Tom’s in school!” 

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-30 share their sentences and work on oral voice modulation when presenting.

Grammar in motion: Each group gets a situation card (see below) that they can’t share with other groups. Using a mix of the four 
sentence types, groups write quick dialogues.

As groups perform the role-plays, the audience calls out the sentence type each person says. At the end, the audience guesses the 
situation on the card.

Situation cards:

 You are walking at night with your friends and see a child from your community. What will you encourage him/her to do?

 Your friend keeps coming late to class. You want to find out the problem and encourage him/her to be responsible.

 Your sister does not want to do her homework. How will you encourage her to work hard and set goals?

 Your friend is upset due to poor exam results. How will you encourage him/her to keep trying and never give up?
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Day 31

Name of Activity- Comprehension –Unseen passage

Learning Outcome- Students will learn and apply different comprehension strategies.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-31, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 Remind students of the comprehension strategies taught earlier.

 Ask them to complete Worksheet-31.

 Go through the passage with them.
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Day 32

Name of Activity- Speaking- Keyword Dialogue

Learning Outcome- Students will role play a dialogue, guided by keywords.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-32, pen/pencil

Method-

Note to teacher: Role plays typically need some sort of guidance to ensure proficiency to speak. In this case, the guidance is a set of 
keywords written on the blackboard. The students are free to use these words in any way they can think of.

 Form groups:

 Each student in the group has a different set of keywords, which help all the students to participate in the conversation. 
Since their partner’s keywords are visible, the activity is quite cooperative: ideally, students guide the conversation so that 
their partner has an opportunity to use their keywords. 

 The keywords will help the students to certain topics of conversation, but be open enough so that the students can use their 
own knowledge to flesh out the discussion (obviously, the topics should be about something which the students are familiar 
with). 

 To begin with the first sentence, you may give the students a push by writing an opening sentence for one of the students. 
For example, the following set of keywords (and one opening sentence) are to be used immediately after the students 
practice the dialogue in their books.

Student 1: You have so many different kinds of monuments in Delhi.

Student 2: ancient, huge, popular 

Student 3: India Gate, fort, tourist

Student 4: responsible, cleanliness, respect.

 Use these cards to practice conversations using the synonyms. 

 Make sure students answer in complete sentences.

 Let students create their own conversation cards in the blank spaces.
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Day 33

Name of Activity- Grammar- adverbs and adjectives

Learning Outcome- Students will revise adverbs and adjectives and practice identifying them and using them.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Workshee- 33, pen/pencil

Method:

 First write two sentences on the board that contain an adverb, such as “Tara ran  swiftly ” and “ Today, we went to the store.”

 Circle the words, “swiftly” and “today” and ask if your students know what the similarity between the two words is. If no 
one knows the correct answer, give clues that they are  adverbs.

 Explain what an adverb is, and some tricks for how to recognise adverbs (such as if the word answers the questions of when, 
where, how much, etc.).

 Usually an adverb modifies verb and other adverbs, and sentences. When an adverb is used in a sentence, it will answer one 
of the following questions:

 How?

 When?

 Where?

 Why?

 In what way?

 How often?

 How much?

 In what condition?

 To what degree?

An adjective describes or qualities a noun. Adjectives describe nouns by giving some information about an object’s size, shape, age, 
colour, origin or material.

 It’s a big table. (size)

 It’s a round table. (shape)

 It’s an old table. (age)

 It’s a brown table. (colour)

 It’s an English table. (origin)
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 It’s a wooden table. (material)

 It’s a lovely table. (Opinion)

 It’s a broken table. (Observation)

 It’s a coffee table. (Purpose)

What Do Adjectives Look Like?

English can be very tricky, so you have to be careful, but a lot of English adjectives end with these suffixes:

 -able/-ible – adorable, invisible, responsible, uncomfortable

 -al – educational, gradual, illegal, nocturnal, viral

 -an – American, Indian, urban

 -ar – cellular, popular, spectacular, vulgar

 -ent – intelligent, potent, silent, violent

 -ful – harmful, powerful, tasteful, thoughtful

 -ic/-ical – athletic, energetic, magical, scientific

 -ine – bovine, canine, equine, feminine, masculine, genuine

 -ile – agile, docile, fertile, virile

 -ive – informative, native, talkative

 -less – careless, endless, homeless, timeless

 -ous – cautious, dangerous, enormous, fabulous

 -some – awesome, handsome, lonesome, wholesome

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-33. Give 10 minutes.

 Adjective/Adverb scavenger hunt. Use a recently read chapter, assign a group of students to either a chapter or a story. 

 Let the students read through the story and pick out all adjectives and adverbs. 15 minutes.
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Day 34

Name of Activity- Newspaper Reading Strategies

Learning Outcome- Student will learn and apply different comprehension strategies for newspaper reading.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Workshee-34, pens, blackboard

Method- 

Note to teacher: Secondary school students work on their comprehension skills so they can develop the critical and analytical skills 
they’ll need at the high school level. Activities that incorporate newspaper articles are effective for building comprehension skills 
because they are informative texts that follow a basic format for developing singular points. Newspaper articles are also practical for 
reading activities because they are produced in abundance and cover a wide variety of subjects.

 Assigning Titles:

Before class, cut out simple newspaper articles and then cut off the headlines as well. Split the class into groups of three, and 
give each student an article. Explain that students should spend five minutes reading the article they have been given, and 
then -- on a separate sheet of paper -- assign new headlines for them based on each article’s content. After every student 
has finished assigning a new headline,let each student exchange articles with the other group. Repeat the process until each 
student in each group has read and re-headlined three different articles. Afterward, each group can discuss the headlines 
they created and what information informed their decisions.

 The Five Ws:

Explain the five Ws of journalism to the class: who, what, when, where and why. Then, give each student a newspaper 
article to read, along with a worksheet with columns labelled for each of the five Ws. Instruct students to read their articles, 
and then raise their hands as soon as they finish. As students raise their hands, go around and take their articles. At this 
point they should begin filling out the worksheet, recalling as much information from their articles as they can while 
writing the information in the appropriate columns.

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-34.
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Day 35

Name of Activity- Comprehension –Unseen passage

Learning Outcome- Student will learn and apply different comprehension strategies.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet- 35, pens, blackboard

Method- 

 Remind students of the comprehension strategies taught earlier.

 Ask them to complete Worksheet-35.

 Go through the passage with them.
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Day 36

Name of Activity- Writing- Letter writing

Learning Outcome: Student will learn the parts of a letter, describe the parts of a letter and using the knowledge they have gained, 
write a letter to a friend or family member.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-36, pens, blackboard

Method-

 The lesson begins with the teacher asking the question, ‘What is the format of a letter?’.

 At this point in the lesson, read a sample letter and students follow and listen (sample 1 in the Worksheet-36). A discussion 
ensues as the class is asked to identify the parts of the letter. 

 Personal letters, also known as friendly letters, and social notes normally have six parts.

1. The Heading. This includes the address, line by line, with the last line being the date. Skip a line after the heading. The 
heading will may be written either on the top right/left hand margin.

2. The Greeting. The greeting may end with a comma (Comma is optional). In an informal letter ‘Dear’ is the common 
greating but in a formal letter ‘Sir’/Madam is common.

 Informal: Hi Lalita/ Dear Lalita, Dear father etc.

 Formal: Sir/Madam(;) (Comma is optional)

3. The body. Also known as the main text. This includes the message you want to write. Normally the beginning of paragraphs 
is indented. If not indented, be sure to skip a space between paragraphs. Skip a line after the greeting and before the close.

4. The ending. There should be a graceful ending. In informal letters. Skip one to three spaces (two is usual) for the signature line. Yours 
truly/Truly yours, Yours loving/ I like expressions are common. But in formal letters– Yours faithfully/Sincerely is very common.

5. The signature. TIn informal letters eighter first name/last name but not the full name be written. But in formal letters– 
Full name/signature be given.

6. Address on the Envelope– be written or else the letter is incomplete.

From To

Stamp
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 After this exercise, the students brainstorm all kinds of letters they might write along with the different purposes for writing 
letters:

 To tell about a good book they have read

 To send news about themselves

 To share what they are learning

 To give news of an upcoming event

 Letter to Father / Uncle / BDO, Collector, Police Station etc.

 To provide information about their hobbies

 To write to Head of the Institution: Leave Application / Friendly Match / Organise a Picnic

 Each student should select one of the above topics and complete Worksheet-36.
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Day 37

Name of Activity- Text reading and comprehension strategies

Learning Outcome- Student will learn and apply different comprehension strategies for text reading.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-37, pens, blackboard

Method- 

Note to Teacher: Secondary school students work on their comprehension skills so they can develop the critical and analytical skills 
they’ll need at the high school level. Activities that incorporate newspaper articles are effective for building comprehension skills 
because they are informative texts that follow a basic format for developing singular points. 

 Before class select a chapter or long paragraph from the textbook.

 As you read it in class, demonstrate the following strategies.

 Connector:

- This means connecting the reading to your own life, to happenings at school or in the community, to similar events at 
other times and places, to other people or problems that you are reminded of. 

 Summarising:

- Prepare a brief summary of the assigned reading. If there are several main ideas or events to remember, first put them in 
a numbered list.

 Discussion (Conductor):

Develop a list of questions that will help you answer to the questions. You may use some of the general questions below:

- What, when where, why, how? 

- How did you feel while reading?

 Vocabulary:

- Look at the important or interesting words that stand out somehow while reading.
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Day 38

Name of Activity- Newspaper Reading Strategies

Learning Outcome- Student will learn and apply different comprehension strategies for newspaper reading.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-38, pens, blackboard

Method-

Note to Teacher: Secondary school students work on their comprehension skills so they can develop the critical and analytical skills 
they’ll need at the high school level. Activities that incorporate newspaper articles are effective for building comprehension skills 
because they are informative texts that follow a basic format for developing singular points. Newspaper articles are also practical 
for reading activities because they are produced in abundance and cover a wide variety of subjects. Teacher to use simple-complex 
newspaper articles depending on levels of students.Plese use local news of interest to student.

 Assigning Titles:

Before class, cut out newspaper articles and then cut off the headlines as well. Split the class into groups of three, and give 
each student an article. Explain that students should spend five minutes reading the article they have been given, and then 
— on a separate sheet of paper -- assign new headlines for them based on each article’s content. After every student has 
finished assigning a new headline, let each student exchange articles with another student in the group. Repeat the process 
until each student in each group has read and re-headlined three different articles. Afterward, each group can discuss the 
headlines they created and what information informed their decisions.

 The Five Ws:

Explain the five Ws of journalism to the class: who, what, when, where and why. Then, give each student a newspaper article 
to read, along with a worksheet with columns labeled for each of the five Ws. Instruct students to read their articles, then 
raise their hands as soon as they’re finished. As students raise their hands, go around and take their articles. At this point 
they should begin filling out the worksheet, recalling as much information from their articles as they can while writing the 
information in the appropriate columns.

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-38. 
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Day 39

Name of Activity- Sentences- subject and predicate

Learning Outcome- Students will define a subject and a predicate.Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-39, pen/pencil

Method-

Introduce complete subjects and complete predicates. Create two sets of note cards such as the examples below. One set of cards 
has complete subjects (“The big yellow cat that is sitting in the kitchen”), and one set of cards has complete predicates (“meows 
hungrily.”). In small groups, students combine index cards to form sentences. Possible examples for note cards:

The big yellow cat that is sitting in the kitchen     meows hungrily.                                     

The noisy classroom of students    will eventually complete their work.

The university teacher and principal   are dedicated to the students.

All the animals in the zoo     look well fed and happy.

The human body      is an amazing machine.

Every sentence contains a subject and a predicate. The subject usually refers to the main subject(s) or noun(s), and the predicate 
tells what the subject is doing, the main verb(s) of the sentence.

The dog ran away. ‘The dog’ is the subject and ‘ran away’ is the predicate.

Subject: The subject of a sentence is the noun, pronoun or noun phrase that precedes and governs the main verb. The subject 
shows who is speaking, who is speaking to, or the person or thing spoken about.

Examples:

* The Maths teacher is really a nice guy.

* My dog attacked the burglar.

Head Noun- the main noun or pronoun (teacher, dog) that precedes the main verb.

Complete subject- a main noun or pronoun plus any modifiers (The Maths teacher; My dog) that precedes the main verb.

Predicate: The predicate says what the subject is, what the subject does, or what is being done to the subject.

Ask students to complete Worksheet-39.
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Day 40

Name of Activity- Writing – story from pictures

Learning Outcome- Students will describe pictures and use them to write a story.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet 40, pen/pencil

Method-

 Teacher: We have already come across different types of writing exercises. Let’s write a story looking at pictures.

 Ask students to refer to Worksheet-40. There are some pictures on WS-40. They should brainstorm and write down a list 
& key words that they are related to that pictures. Give them 15 minutes to complete this.

 Next make groups of 4 and discuss your key words. If others have written different words, you may include too. Give 10 minutes.

 Now complete your story with the written sentences. Give 15 minutes.

 Present Your Story to the larger group.
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Day 41

Name of Activity- Type of Sentences

Learning Outcome- Students will define a simple sentence using the 3 point checklist. Define the 4 types of sentences. Recognise, 
write, and punctuate the 4 types of sentences. Change any one sentence type into the other three

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-41, pen/pencil

Method- 

 Revise types of sentences from Day 30. The teacher can also create a quiz among student groups for the revision.

 Ask students to complete Worksheet-41.
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Day 42

Name of Activity- Listening – following instructions

Learning Outcome- Students will listen and follow instructions in English to create a drawing.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheets-42, pen/pencil & crayons

Method-

 Ask for two volunteers. Give them a ball or any other object and ask them to bounce the ball.

 Ask students to describe what they see. The students will say, X bounced the ball.

 Next ask one of them throw and the other to catch the ball. Ask students to describe what they see. Write all the 
statements on the blackboard.

 Ask students to work in pairs and identify the object, subject and verb in these sentences. Eg, in the sentence Ajay 
bounced the ball. Ajay is the subject, ball is the object and bounce is the verb.

 Ask them now make the same sentence starting with The ball………

 Ask them to find out the differences between the two.

 Explain the following:

In English, all sentences are in either “active” or “passive” voice: 

Active: Mr. Kumar teaches us English. 

Passive: English is taught to us by Mr. Kumar. 

In the active voice the subject of the sentence does the action, eg, ________ bounced the ball. _______ threw the ball. So 
we have subject--- verb--- object.

In the passive voice, eg, The ball was bounced by ________.

In an active sentence, the person or thing responsible for the action in the sentence comes first. 

In a passive sentence, the person or thing acted on comes first, and the actor is added after the passive form verb group, 
introduced with the preposition with ‘by’ agent.

In a passive sentence, we often omit the actor completely. ‘Be’ verb is used in the passive verb group.

When do I use passive voice? In some sentences, passive voice can be perfectly acceptable. You might use it in the following 
cases: The person doing the action is unknown: The cave paintings of Bhimbetka were made in the Upper Old Stone Age. 
[We don’t know who made them.] 

The person doing the action is irrelevant: An experimental solar power plant will be built in the Rajasthan desert. [We are 
not interested in who is building it.] 

You want to be vague about who is responsible:

Mistakes were made. 

You are talking about a general truth: Rules are made to be broken. [By whomever, whenever.] 

You want to emphasize the person or thing acted on. For example, it may be your main topic: Insulin was first discovered 
in 1921 by researchers at the University of Toronto. It is still the only treatment available for diabetes. 

You are writing in a scientific experiments, observations etc. that traditionally relies on passive voice.

Govt. Notices, Orders, Public Notices, News Headlines are generally written in passives.
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Day 43

Name of Activity- Writing- Essays

Learning Outcome- Students will use brainstorming and Guided and free-writing to generate a topic to write about.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheets-43, pen/pencil

Method-

 Give 5/6 outline / key points to develop into a full essay. (Guided)

 Ask the class a number of questions about the importance, usefulness and skills involved in writing. Spend time sharing 
ideas and experiences with writing in personal, school and professional domains. (Guided)

 Ask students to share concerns, thoughts and fears they have about writing so as to better understand the personal obstacles 
they may face. Explain this writing unit will require a lot of dedication and commitment. (free-writing)

 Revise the steps of writing and ask them to complete Worksheet-43. 
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Day 44

Name of Activity- Comprehension –Unseen passage

Learning Outcome- Student will learn and apply different comprehension strategies.

Duration- 45 minutes 

Materials Required- Worksheet-44, pens, blackboard

Method-

 Remind students of the comprehension strategies taught earlier.

 Ask them to complete Worksheet-44.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The learner……….
EN301: Associate words with pictures. 
EN302: Name Familiar objects seen in picture.
EN303: Recognizes le ers with sounds. 
EN304: Recites/sings rhymes with ac on 
EN305: Listen to instruc ons and draws scribble in response to 
poems and stories.  
EN306: Responds orally using mother tongue to poem and 
stories, iden fies characters and sequence of a story and ask 
ques on about a story  
EN307: Carries out simple instruc ons such as “ shut the door: 
,…………….and such others 
EN308: Listen to English words , gree ngs and such others 
EN309: Talks about self /pictures etc. 
EN310: Produces words with common blends like ‘br’ ‘fr’ etc. 
EN311: Writes simple words. 
EN312: Responds to comprehension ques ons related to 
stories, poems etc. and iden fies characters. 
EN313: Draws or writes a few words or a sentence related to a 
poem or a story. 
EN314: Recites, sings poems individually, in groups with correct 
pronuncia on and intona on. 
EN315: Performs in events such as role-play /skit in English 
with appropriate expressions. 
EN316: Reads small texts in English with comprehension and 
iden fies main idea.
EN317: Expresses his/her opinion /understanding about the 
story, /characters about story in English /home language. 
EN318: use vocabulary related to subjects like Mathema cs , 
EVS relevant to class-III. 
EN319: Says Known English words when pictures are shown 
EN320 : Learning  Numbers from 1 to 10 
EN321 : Differen a ng small and capital le ers 
EN22: Reads authen c materials and takes part in discussion
EN401: Recites poems with appropriate expression and 
intona on.
EN402: Enacts different roles in short skit.
EN403:  Responds to the simple instruc ons, announcements 
in English made in class/school.
EN404: Responds verbally/ in wri ng in English to ques ons 
based on day-to-day life experiences, an ar cle, story or poem 
heard or read. 
EN405: Shares riddles and tong-twisters in English

EN406: Solve simple crossword puzzles, builds word chains etc.
EN407: Infers the meaning of unfamiliar words by reading 
them in contexts.
EN408: writes/ types dicta on of short paragraphs (7-8 
sentences)
EN409: Uses punctua on marks appropriately in reading aloud 
with intona ons and pauses such as ques on marks, comma 
and full stop and capital le ers. 
EN410: Writes informal le ers or messages with a sense of 
audiences.
EN411: Uses linkers to indicate connec ons between words 
and sentence such as ‘First’, ‘Next’ etc.
EN412: Uses nouns, verbs, adjec ves and preposi ons in 
speech and wri ng.
EN413: Talks about self, situa on and pictures. (II)
EN414: Draws or writes few words or short sentences in 
response to poems and short stories.
EN415: Uses simple adjec ves related to size, shape, colour, 
weight, texture such as big, small, round, pink, red, heavy, light, 
so  etc.
EN416: Listen to short texts from children’s sec on of news 
papers read out by theteacher.
EN417: Uses pronoun related to gender like he/she, his/her… 
this/that, here/there, these/those etc.
EN418: Uses preposi ons like before, between etc.
EN419: Uses meaningful short sentences in English orally and 
in wri ng , uses a variety of nouns, pronouns, adjec ves and 
preposi ons in context.
EN420: Iden fies opposites like day/night, close/open and 
such others.
EN421: Composes and writes simple, short sentences with 
space between words.
EN422 : Darw and write short sentences related to stories, read 
and speak about their drawing or wri ng work.
EN423: Make words from the puzzle, ma x, word chain etc.
EN424: Appreciate verbally and in wri ng the varie es of text 
in food, dresses and fes vals as read / heard in his/her day-to-
day life and story book, seen in videos, films etc.
EN425: Start using dic onary to spelling and meaning.
EN426: Take dicta on of words/phrase/sentences/ short 
paragraphs from known and unknown texts.
EN501- Answers coherently in wri en or oral form to ques ons 
in English based on day-to-day life experiences, familiar and 
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newspaper, Internet, tables, charts, diagrams and maps etc.
EN607: Responds to variety of ques ons on familiar and 
unfamiliar texts verbally and in wri ng. 
EN608: Uses synonyms, antonyms appropriately, deduces word 
meaning from clues in context while reading a variety of texts. 
EN609: Writes words, phrases, simple sentences and short 
paragraphs as dictated. 
EN610: Use meaningful sentences to describe. Narrate factual/ 
imaginary situa ons in speech and wri ng.  
EN611: Refers to dic onary to check meaning and spelling and 
to suggested websites for informa on. 
EN612: Writes gramma cally (Func onal Grammar) correct 
sentences for a variety of situa ons using noun (Singular/
Plural), pronoun, verb, adjec ves, adverb, determiners etc.
EN613: Dra s and revises short paragraphs based on verbal, 
print and visual clues. 
EN614: Writes coherently with focus on appropriate beginning, 
middle and end in English/ Braile.
EN615: Writes messages, invita ons, short paragraphs and 
le ers (Fprmal and Informal) and with a sense of audience.
EN616: Writes mini biography and auto-biography. 
EN617: Iden fies kinds of nouns, adverbs, differen ates 
between simple past and simple present verbs.
EN618 : Appreciates either verbally/in wri ng the variety in 
food, dress, customs and fes vals as read/heard his her day 
to day life, in story books/ heard in narra ves/ seen in videos, 
films etc.
EN701: Answers ques ons orally and in wri ng in a variety of 
text.
EN702: Reads aloud stories and recites poems with appropriate 
pause, intona on and pronuncia on.
EN703: Par cipate in different ac vi es in English such as role 
play, poetry recita on, declama on, quiz etc. organized by 
school and other such organiza ons.
EN704: Engages in conversa on in English with family, friends 
and people from different professions such as shopkeepers, 
salesperson etc. 
EN705: Responds to different kinds of instruc ons, requests, 
and direc ons in varied contexts viz- school, bank, railway 
sta ons etc.
EN706: Speaks about excerpts, dialogues, skits, short films, 
news and debate on TV and radio, audio-video programmes on 
suggested websites.
EN707: Asks and responds to ques ons based on texts(from 
books or other resources) and out of curiosity.
EN708: Reads textual/ non textual materials in English/ Braile 
with comprehension.
EN709: Iden fies details characters, main ideas and sequence 
of ideas and events in textual / non textual materials.
EN710 : Thinks cri cally , contrasts characters, events , ideas , 
themes and relates them to life
EN711: Reads to seek informa on in print /online , no ce 
board , sign boards in public places , newspaper , hoardings etc
EN712: Takes notes while teacher teaches from books / online 
materials 
EN713: Infers the meaning of unfamiliar words by reading them 
in context and enriches vocabulary.
EN714: Refers dic onary / thesaurus and encyclopedia to find 
meaning /spelling of words while reading and wri ng  
EN715: Reads a variety of texts for pleasure e.g. adventure 

unfamiliar story and poem heard or read
EN502- Recites and shares English songs , poems, games, 
riddles, stories, tongue twisters etc. in the schools and with the 
family members. 
EN503- Acts according to instruc ons given in English such as 
‘Open the door’ ‘Touch the flower’….
EN504- Reads independently the story books, news item, 
adver sements etc. and  talks about it and composes short 
paragraphs.
EN505- Conducts short interviews of people around him 
e.g. interviewing grand parents, teachers, school librarians, 
gardener etc.
EN506- Uses meaningful gramma cally correct sentences to 
describe and narrate incidents and for framing ques ons.
EN507- Uses synonyms such as big/large, shut/close;  antonyms 
like big/small, close/open; adjec ves like big/bigger/biggest 
etc. from clues in the context.
EN508-Reads texts with comprehensions, locates details and 
sequence of events
EN509- Connects ideas that he/she has referred through 
reading and interac on with his/her personal experiences.
EN510- Takes dicta ons for different purposes such as lists, 
paragraphs, dialogues etc.
EN511 Describes briefly, orally/in wri ng about events, places 
and/or personal experiences.
EN512 Reads printed scripts on the classroom walls, no ce 
boards, in posters and in adver sements.
EN513- Writes paragraphs in English from verbal, visual clues 
with appropriate punctua on marks and linkers.
EN514- Speaks briefly on the familiar issues like conserva on 
of water….. and experiences of day to day life like visit to zoo, 
going to mela etc. and prac ce small  dialogues. 
EN515- Presents orally and in wri ng the highlights of a given 
wri en texts/short speech/narra on/video, film, pictures, 
photographs etc. 
EN516- Reads prints in the surroundings (adver sements, 
direc ons, names of the places etc.) and answers queries .
EN517-  A empts to writes crea vely (stories, poems, posters 
etc.)
EN518- Writes and speaks on peace, equality and sugges ng 
personal views.
EN519- Appreciates either verbally/in wri ng the variety in 
foods, dress, customs and fes vals as read /heard in his/her 
day to day life, in storybooks, heard in narra ves/ seen in 
videos, films etc.  
EN520: Find and frame words from the puzzles (news papers, 
magazines and textbooks etc.) and frame meaningful sentences
EN601: Par cipates in ac vi es in English like role play, group 
discussion, debates etc.
EN602: Recites, reads and shares poems, songs, jokes, riddles, 
tongue-twisters etc.
EN603: Responds to the oral messages, telephonic 
communica on in English and communicates them in English 
or home language.
EN604: Respond to the announcements and instruc ons made 
in class, school assembly, railway sta on and in other public 
places.
EN605: Reads variety of texts in English/ Braile and iden fies 
main ideas, characters, sequence of the ideas and events
EN606: Reads to seek informa on from no ce board, 
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stories and science fic ons/ fairy tales, biography, 
autobiography, travelogue et.  Extensive reading) 
EN716: uses appropriate gramma cal forms in communica on 
(noun/ pronoun / verb/ determiner, me and tense / 
passivisa on / adjec ve , adverb , tense.
EN717: organizes sentences coherently in English / braile with 
the help of verbal and visual clues and with a sense of audience 
EN718: writes formal le ers , personal diaries , lists email, SMS, 
etc
EN719: writes descrip ons/narra ves showing sensi vi es to 
gender, environment and apprecia on of cultural diversity
EN720: writes dialogue from a story and story from dialogues
EN721: visits a language laboratory 
EN722: Writes a book review 
EN723: Appreciate the poe c dic on/expression and feel the 
emo on/mood of the poet.
EN724: Writes crea vely poem, stories, paragraphs etc.
EN801: Responds to instruc ons and announcements in school 
and public places viz. railway sta on, market , airport , cinema 
hall and acts accordingly. 
EN802: Introduces guests in English , interviews people by 
asking ques ons based on the work they do .
EN803: Engages in conversa on in English with people from 
different professions such as Bank staff, railway staff etc. using 
appropriate vocabulary.
EN804: Uses formulaic polite expressions to communicate such 
as- May I borrow your book? , I would like to differ etc.
EN805: Speaks short prepared speech in morning assembly 
EN806: Speaks about objects /pictures / tles / events in the 
class/ school environment. 
EN807: Par cipates in grammar games, vocabulary games and 
kinesthe c ac vi es for language learning.  
EN808: Reads excerpts , dialogues , poems , commentaries  of 
sports and games speeches , news &  debates  on TV/radios 
and expresses opinion about it.
EN809: : Asks ques ons in different contexts and situa ons 
(based on the text / beyond texts/ out of curiosity  while 
engaging in the conversa ons using appropriate vocabulary 
and accurate sentences)
EN810: Par cipates in different events such as role-play, poetry 
recita on, skit , drama , debate , speech , elocu on , declama on, 
quiz etc organized by school and such organiza ons. 
EN811: Narrates stories (real or imaginary and real life 
experiences in English) in his/her own words. 

EN812: Interprets quota ons, sayings and proverb etc. 
EN813:  Reads textual/non-textual materials in English/ Braille 
with comprehension. 
EN814: Iden fies details, characters, main ideas and sequence 
of the ideas and events while reading.  
EN815: Reads, compares, contrasts, thinks cri cally and relates 
ideas to life. 
EN816: Infers the meaning of unfamiliar words by reading 
them in contexts. 
EN817: Reads a variety of texts for pleasure ,e.g. adventure 
stories and science fic ons, fairy tales also non-fic on ar cles, 
narra ves , travelogues,       ( Extensive Reading) 
EN818: Refers dic onary, thesaurus and encyclopedia as 
reference books for meaning and spelling while reading and 
wri ng. 
EN819: Prepares a write up a er seeking informa on in print / 
online, no ce Board, news paper etc. 
EN820: Communicates accurately using appropriate 
gramma cal forms ( e.g. clauses , comparison of adjec ve, 

me and tense, ac ve, passive voice and reported speech.
EN821: Writes a coherent and meaningful paragraph, essay / 
le er through the process of dra ing , revising , edi ng and 
finalizing.  
EN822: Writes short paragraphs coherently in English/Braille 
with a proper beginning  middle and end with appropriate 
punctua on marks.
EN823: Write answers to the textual and non-textual ques on 
a er comprehension/ inference; draws character sketch, 
a empts extrapola ve wri ng.
EN824: Writes e-mail, messages, no ce, formal le ers, 
descrip ons/narra ves, personal diary, report, different forms, 
short personal / biographical experiences etc.
EN825: Develops a skit (dialogue from a story and story from 
dialogues.)
EN826: Visits a language laboratory/listens to the teacher 
EN827: Writes a Book Review
EN828 : Take dicta on and prac ce the pronuncia on spelling 
etc.
EN829: Listen to the words and sentences read by the teacher 
in the class and iden fy the words/fill in the blanks.
EN830 : Listen/watch audio-visual programmes, mul -media 
materials and speak the gist.  
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